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Adequate water, sanitation, and hygiene (WaSH) infrastructure can prevent contamination of 
drinking water and thus reduces disease and death. Attention has been focused on recommendations 
and monitoring of household WaSH, but less emphasis has been placed on school settings, a place 
where children spend much of their day. Unlike the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the 
proposed Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) include schools in the WaSH targets for universal 
access, however the current level of school WaSH access is understudied. To gauge current levels of 
WaSH access, quality, quantity, and continuity of service in schools, 2270 schools were randomly 
sampled in regions of six Sub-Saharan African countries: Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, 
Uganda, and Zambia. Using surveys developed from internationally established indicators and field- 
and lab-based microbiological water quality testing, we found a majority of schools had access to 
safe water: 78% of schools sampled reported access to an improved water source1 and 74% had 
stored water with low risk water quality2. Improved sanitation facilities3 were reported in 80% of 
schools, but access was largely inadequate: fewer than 25% of schools met the World Health 
Organization’s (WHO) recommended student-to-latrine ratio. Hygiene indicators reflected fewer 
than 10% of schools had hand-washing facilities on the day of the survey. All six countries reported 
fewer than 20% of schools with at least 4 of the 5 recommended menstrual hygiene facilities. These 
results along with additional indicators reflect low access to sanitation and hygiene in schools, 
especially compared to the level of access to safe water. Linear regression models testing factors 
associated with water quality by country provide evidence that improved water sources within 30 
minutes for collection significantly improved water quality in Mozambique. Results from Kenya 
suggest water treatment practices may be improper and inadequate to improve water quality. Given 
the associations between poor sanitation and hygiene access and adverse health outcomes, 
development organizations and governments should emphasize these areas in developing WaSH 
infrastructure in schools to meet the targets for universal access. 
Introduction 
 
An estimated 748 million people lack access to improved water, and 2.5 billion people lack 
access to improved sanitation (JMP, 2014). Prüss-Ustun et al (2013) estimated that 842,000 diarrheal 
deaths in the year 2012 were attributable to inadequate access to water, sanitation, and hygiene 
(WaSH). Safe water and sanitation have been shown to relate to numerous health outcomes, 
improving one’s overall quality of life and reducing preventable diseases and preventable deaths 
(Gentry-Shields and Bartram, 2013). In 2000, the United Nations established eight Millennium 
Development Goals, including target (7c) for improving water and sanitation access at the 
household level (UN General Assembly, 2000).  
WaSH interventions have been shown to help reduce the risk of diarrheal disease (Fewtrell 
et al, 2005; Cairncross et al, 2010). Although the water source type and latrine facility type are 
important for limiting contact with bacterial contaminants, hand-washing has shown to be effective 
in reducing the risk of diarrheal disease up to 42% - 47% (Curtis et al, 2003). Much research has 
been done to estimate the proportion of people with access to water and sanitation, and to study 
factors associated with adequate access at the household level, but less emphasis has been placed on 
                                                          
1 The Joint Monitoring Programme (JMP) of WHO/UNICEF defines an “improved” water source as one that prevents 
contamination based on how it was constructed and how it is used (see definitions in Table 2). 
2 The lowest risk water quality is <1 E. coli count per 100 mL (WHO, 2011). 




extra-household settings, particularly schools, which are considered one of the six main non-
household settings (Cronk et al, 2015).  
Schools are important extra-household settings for adequate WaSH access because children 
are more susceptible to waterborne illnesses (Prüss-Ustun, 2014). Studies have documented higher 
rates of infectious, gastrointestinal, neuro-cognitive and psychological illnesses where school 
children were exposed to inadequate water and sanitation facilities in developing and developed 
countries (Jasper et al, 2012), which makes schools especially important settings given that 
respiratory and gastrointestinal diseases are leading causes of death of children worldwide (WHO, 
2010). Although the studies showing neurocognitive and psychological effects were based in the 
United States and primarily evaluated lead contamination, hardly any research has been conducted of 
such exposures in schools in low-resourced settings around the world. Further, poor water supply 
and the need to walk long distances to a source has been shown to lead to dehydration and poor 
education outcomes (Bar-David et al., 2005).  
Recent studies of WaSH programming in schools have shown its impact. In a study of 
schools in the Nyanza province of Kenya, Garn et al (2013) found that comprehensive WaSH 
programs in schools improved school enrollment and gender parity. Freeman et al (2012), in a 
randomized control trial of interventions, found school WaSH improvements in the Nyanza 
province of Kenya positively impacted female student attendance. Dreibelbis et al (2013) found that, 
in addition to access to WaSH at home improving school enrollment, the quality of latrines at school 
was the most important factor influencing school attendance. Further, because they are settings 
where students learn and interact, schools have the capacity for teaching practices and developing 
behaviors specific to WaSH. 
Although the importance of providing and monitoring adequate WaSH in schools is 
becoming increasingly recognized, the implementation of programs lags substantially. The 2014 UN-
Water GLAAS report, a biannual assessment of drinking water and sanitation in 94 developing 
countries, stated that while over 75% of the countries had nationally approved policies, only 22% 
had plans that were fully implemented and reviewed (UN, 2014). Over a third of the countries 
reported targets for universal access for water and sanitation, and nearly 30% reported the same goal 
for hygiene promotion. 
For the first time, schools are proposed as target settings for WaSH development in the next 
set of international development goals in 2015, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). The 
international community, along with many national governments, recognize the importance of 
WaSH promotion and access in schools, yet the current level of access and the appropriate 
monitoring techniques are largely unknown. In 2013, UNICEF reported the compiled data of 
indicators of WaSH access in schools across multiple countries in southern and eastern Africa 
(UNICEF, 2013). Since the data were reported by each country, indicators across countries are not 
easily compared due to the lack of standardization of terminology and methodology, and of 
information collected in monitoring.  
This study represents the largest known cross-country study of water, sanitation, and hygiene 
in schools. This study used internationally established guidelines for determining the survey data to 
collect, and used the same methods across countries, which allows for direct comparison. This 
research presents crucial information regarding the status of WaSH in schools for policy-makers and 
practitioners, as the next set of development goals commences in 2015. With a new overarching goal 
of universal access to WaSH in schools proposed in the SDGs, several indicators have been 
proposed for measuring progress toward the target (WHO/UNICEF, 2014), all of which overlap 
with information collected in this study. Given that the current status of these WaSH indicators is 
unknown in schools across large areas, the results of this study will enable policy-makers and 




Given the evidence for gaps in WaSH access in schools described above, it is also unknown 
which factors should be prioritized in creating an agenda for school WaSH interventions. Using the 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) water quality data to estimate health risk, a linear regression model was run to 
determine the factors associated with better and worse water quality, and thus the factors that should 
be prioritized.  
This research, on behalf of World Vision International and the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill (UNC) Water Institute, presents the status of WaSH in schools across six countries in 
Sub-Saharan Africa (Figure 1).  The countries include: Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, 
Uganda, and Zambia. The results serve as a baseline understanding of the quality, quantity, 
continuity and reliability of WaSH access in the sampled regions of these six countries, so that 
development and governing organizations can create agendas to help bring the world into an era of 
universal access (JMP, 2014).  
 
Figure 1: Countries in school analysis and overall study 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Study population and design 
 
A cross-sectional WaSH study was designed to document the status of WaSH in schools in 
Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, Uganda, and Zambia (Figure 1). The larger study included 
four other countries shown in the map, which were not included in this analysis due to a different 
methodology used and a smaller sample size. The ten countries in the overall study were selected 




Within each country, schools were sampled from the regions where World Vision supports 
programs, primary rural settings. A stratified random sample of World Vision schools and non-
World Vision schools was generated from the list of schools in these regions, shown in Table 1. 
The sample size of schools in each country was determined from calculations to detect a 
difference between access to improved water sources between the World Vision and non-World 
Vision groups. Power of 0.8, confidence intervals at 95%, and 𝑝1 = 0.5 and 𝑝2 = 0.6 were used in 
the calculation. In each country, the calculated sample size, 810 with 405 in each group, either 
exceeded the total frame size in each country or was logistically too difficult for surveyors to 
complete. As a result, school sample sizes were reduced to reach a more manageable sample for each 
country. Since disproportionate samples were taken from each stratum, the data were weighted to 
allow for population estimates.   
 
Table 1: Geographic regions sampled in each country 
Country Geographic Regions sampled 
Ethiopia Ilu, Meskan, Tiro Afeta, Dedessa, Gimbo, Gelana, Aleta Wundo, Angacha, 
Dangila, West Belesa, Basona, Worena, Kobo, Dewa Harewa, Hintalo Wajirat, 
Haro Maya, Kersa, Wonchi, Muher ena Aklil, OmoNada, Gechi, Gewata, 
Abaya, Hulla, Quachabirra, Banja, Dembia, Angolela, Mersa, Jille, Samre, 
Jarso, Melka Belo 
Kenya Bamba, Kainuk, Katito, Kilindon, Marafa, MarichPass, Matate, Mtito-Andei, 
Mutomo, Osiligi, Tseikuru, Wema 
Mozambique Gaza, Nampula, Tete, Zambezia 
Rwanda Bugesera, Gakenke, Gasabo, Gatsibo, Gicumbi, Gisagara, Huye, Karongi, 
Kayonza, Kicukiro, Ngororero, Nyagatare, Nyaruguru, , Nyamagabe, 
Rulindo/Rurindo, Rutsiro 
Uganda Aber, Amuru, Buhimba, Buliisa, Gulu, Kalongo, Kasitu, Kibaale, Koro-bobi 
Luweero, Masindi, Minakulu, Nakaseke, Nakasongola, Omoro, Paicho-
bungatira 
Zambia Monze, Kalomo, Mazabuka, Chipata, Sinaztongwe, Twachiyanda, Kapululwe, 




 Data were collected through a specialized survey and water quality sampling. The survey was 
created by the UNC Water Institute project team and used in each of the six countries. The survey 
questions targeted indicators of international standards in WaSH, and indicators specific to schools 
where standards existed, such as safe storage of water and student-to-latrine ratios, largely following 
WHO guidelines (see Appendix I for survey). The survey contained sections covering the following 
areas: school demographics; water source and service (quality, quantity, continuity, and reliability); 
sanitation facilities (type, quantity, and quality); hand-washing, hygiene, and menstrual hygiene (type 
of materials, continuity); and water quality (microbiological quality). Enumerators surveyed 
administrators from the selected schools using printed copies of the survey in all countries with the 
exception of Kenya and Mozambique. In Kenya and Mozambique the survey was conducted using 
mobile electronic data collection. The enumerators transcribed the results on the survey into a 
Microsoft Access 2010 database, which had been created and formatted by the UNC Water Institute 




 Although data collection was primarily through interviews with school administrators, direct 
observation was used in answering questions relating to the presence of the three hand-washing 
materials (water, soap or ash, and drying materials) on the day of the survey. 
 In addition to the survey, data collection included GPS point collection and water quality 
sampling. A GPS point was taken at the school and at the primary water source, and then recorded 
on the survey. Microbiological water quality samples were taken from the stored water at each 
school. In Mozambique and Uganda, the Compartment Bag Test (Stauber et al, 2014) was used to 
obtain Escherichia coli (E. coli) colony count per 100mL; the remaining countries used national 
laboratories for testing E. coli count per 100mL. 
 To avoid non-response, enumerators were permitted to sample head teachers or head 
administrators, rather than the same position. Multiple visits were also permitted to survey a school 
if no one was present on the original day of survey. As a result, all selected schools responded.   
 
Indicators for analysis 
 
The following indicators are based on international standards and were collected directly or derived 
from the survey results: improved water source; safe storage of water; safe container for storage; safe 
removal of water; round trip time for travel and collection of water; student-to-latrine ratio for girls 
and boys; improved sanitation facilities; regular handwashing access; access to menstrual hygiene 
facilities.  
 
Table 2: Definitions of indicators for analysis 







Following the WHO/UNICEF 
guidelines, an improved water source 
was defined as a source that protects 
water from contamination, either by 
the way it was constructed or the way 
in which water is drawn 
WHO, 2006 % of 
primary/secondary 
schools with an 
improved source on 
or near premises and 
accessible during 
school hours 
Safe storage  Water was considered to be stored 
safely if it was covered, stored in 
container with a narrow opening, a 
container with a tap, or a container 
with a wide opening and the water is 
treated. Unsafe storage of water 
includes water that was stored in a 
container that was uncovered, or was 
removed using a cup, jar, hands, or 









Following the CDC definition for the 
container type, schools that covered 
stored water in a container with a tap, 









opening container were considered 
“safe,” meaning that contamination 
into the stored water was limited. This 
variable was created for the regression 
model. 
Safe removal Determined by the methods of water 
extraction from storage in which 
contamination of stored drinking 
water is limited: removal with a 
tap/spigot on the container, use of a 
ladle or long spoon, removal with a 
cup if the school reported having a 
tapped container, or removal directly 
from the source and water not stored. 







Round trip Time for travel to and from the 
source and for collection is less than 
30 minutes. 
WHO/UNIC
EF, 2014 — 
Student-to-
latrine ratio 
The WHO recommends schools to 
have no more than 25 girl students to 
1 latrine for girls and no more than 50 
boy students to 1 latrine/urinal. Some 
countries had their own 
recommendations in this range, but 
for consistency across countries, the 
WHO standard was used in this 
analysis for all countries. 
WHO, 2009; 
Garn et al, 
2014 
% primary and 
secondary schools 
with at least 25:1 girl 
to toilet ratio, at least 
50:1 boy student to 
toilet and urinal ratio, 
and at least one toilet 
for male staff and one 






guidelines, a sanitation facility was 
considered “improved” if it separated 
human waste from human contact. 
 
WHO, 2006 % of primary and 
secondary schools 
with separated basic 
sanitation facilities 





Recommended handwashing facilities 
include water, soap or ash, and drying 
materials. Two indicators of access to 
handwashing were used: presence of 
water, soap or ash, and a drying 
material on the day of the survey, and 
reporting of “always accessible” to 
each of these three materials.  
Jumaa, 2012 % of primary and 
secondary schools 
with a handwashing 





From the literature, the following five 
resources were determined to be the 
most necessary and feasible to have in 
schools: presence of water; separate-






% of primary and 
secondary schools 
with separated, private 
facilities; soap, water 




lock on the door; and a pit or bin for 
disposal. Proportions for each of 
these five resources are reported, as 
well as the proportion of schools with 




places for changing; 
places for disposal 
Water quality 
risk  
Risk categorization of E. coli 
count/100mL: low risk <1; 
intermediate risk 1-100; high risk 100-









Regression analysis  
 
Following the work of Fewtrell et al (2005) establishing the relationship between water 
quality and diarrheal disease reductions, a linear regression analysis was done to determine the 
WaSH facilities and actions associated with better water quality. The dependent variable in the 
model was E. coli coliform count per 100mL, which serves as a means of estimating risk for diarrheal 
disease. Variables that reflected presence of a facility (water source, storage, sanitation, handwashing, 
and hygiene), access (distance to water source, student-to-latrine ratios), and water treatment were 
included in a list of explanatory variables to test in the model. 
The list of possible explanatory variables included indicators (1 = 𝑦𝑒𝑠, 0 = 𝑛𝑜) for 
improved water source, safe container, safe removal, water treatment, round trip collection within 30 
minutes, improved sanitation, girl student: latrine ratio at or below 25:1, boy student: latrine ratio at 
or below 50:1, handwashing materials present on the day, and at least 4 menstrual hygiene facilities 
present.  
Bivariate regression models were run for each explanatory variable with the dependent 
variable E. coli count per 100mL. From the list of explanatory variables that had significant 
regression coefficients, Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between all the variables to 
determine any variables with high correlations with one another. The indicator variable for treatment 
of water was included throughout, despite the significance of its bivariate coefficient, because of the 
direct relationship treatment of water has on E. coli.  
If two variables had a correlation greater than 0.8, one was eliminated from the list of 
variables. The method used to determine which one to eliminate was first to determine which was 
related to water directly (improved source, container, removal, treatment). If both were not (there 
were no instances when two water variables were highly correlated), then the variable that 
represented direct potential to contaminate water was chosen (handwashing, improved sanitation). 
The student:latrine ratio variables and the menstrual hygiene variable were generally eliminated first 
if there were a correlation with one of them, because they also reflect the operational capability of 
schools, in addition to factors that lead to better or worse water quality. They are the least frequent 
variables included in the full model because they often were correlated with other variables. If no 
two variables had a correlation greater than 0.8, all the selected variables were included in a full 
model. 
Interaction terms between all remaining variables were also tested in the model, and 
significant terms identified. If one interaction term was significant, the set of that variable with the 




The final model consisted of the water treatment indicator, variables with significant 
bivariate coefficients that did not have high correlations with other variables in the model, and 
significant interaction terms. Regression coefficients, standard errors, t-values, and p-values were 
reported for the full model. 
Significance was set at the 𝛼 = 0.05 level. 
 
Data processing and analysis 
 
 The Access databases for each country were converted to SAS datasets using Stat/Transfer 
12.0. The data were cleaned and analyzed using SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Within each 
country, the proportion of schools with each indicator was calculated using PROC 
SURVEYSELECT, in which the data were weighted according to the different probabilities of 
selection within each stratum. PROC SURVEYTTEST was used to create a distribution of E. coli 
counts/100mL. 
 A linear regression model was also used to assess the factors associated with water quality 
using PROC SURVEYREG in SAS. Due to the variability in national policies and agendas for 
WaSH in countries, and with the goal of providing targeted feedback to individual countries, the 
model was stratified by country to obtain the factors significantly associated with water quality in 





Table 2 shows the sample size of schools in each country, as well as the median number of 
students in schools in each country, which ranged from 345 (Mozambique) to 758 (Rwanda). The 
median number of male students was higher than the number of female students in each country 
except Rwanda and Uganda.  
 














Ethiopia 579 14** 649 338 297 
Kenya 198 198 381 200 184 
Mozambique 198 108 345 177 166 
Rwanda 469 185 758 375 390 
Uganda 251 244 511 238 263 
Zambia 575 172 451 227 218 
Total 2270 921 491 247 238 






3.2 Water facilities 
 
An improved water source was reported in 78% of schools, and in a majority of schools in 
each country (Figure 2). Rwanda, Uganda, and Zambia reported the highest rates of access to 
improved water sources (87% to 91%), while Mozambique reported the lowest level of access to an 
improved source (56%) and only 10% for secondary sources.  
 




Kenya and Rwanda were the only two countries in which a majority of schools reported 
having a secondary water source, at 67% and 60% respectively (Figure 2). As few as 13% of schools 
in a country (Mozambique) reported access to a secondary source. Of schools that reported having 
access to a secondary water source, the percent of schools with improved secondary sources ranged 
from 45% (Rwanda) to 77% (Uganda).  
A borehole was the most common improved water source in three of the six countries: 
Uganda (74%), Zambia (80%), and Mozambique (49%) (Figure 3). Piped water into the yard was the 
most common source in Rwanda (46%). Water source types in the remaining two countries, 
Ethiopia and Kenya, were distributed across multiple sources. The most common unimproved 
primary sources reported were surface water (18% in Kenya, 11% in Ethiopia) and unprotected 
springs (12% in Ethiopia). Mozambique reported the highest percentage of schools with no water 
















































Figure 3: Primary water sources types 
 
 
Using the latest classification of health risk for E. coli coliforms per 100mL established by the 
WHO (WHO, 2011), all five countries included in the water quality analysis had a majority of 
schools with E. coli counts in the lowest risk category of <1 coliform/100mL (Figure 4). This 
percentage in the low risk category was as high as 90% of schools in Zambia. Nearly 20% of schools 
in Kenya had very high risk water quality, however, followed by Rwanda (3%). Three countries 
(Mozambique, Uganda, and Zambia) had no school in this highest risk category. Ethiopia was 
excluded from the water quality analysis because data was reported only for 14 of 579 schools. 
 




































Piped water to yard























As Figure 5 below shows, in all countries, over 75% of schools had a water source within 30 
minutes for total collection time, and over 50% had access to an improved source that was within 30 
minutes. In three of the six countries this percentage was at least 80%. Integrating quality shows that 
over 50% of schools in every country (except Kenya where the percentage was 47%) had low risk 
water quality from an improved source less than 30 minutes away for collection. 
 




The proportion of schools in each country that safely store water ranged from 14% in 
Mozambique to 65% in Rwanda (Figure 6). The low proportion of schools that safely stored water 
in Mozambique is largely due to the high percentage of schools (51%) that reported dipping a cup 
into the container to remove water for drinking. In addition to Mozambique, Zambia and Ethiopia 
had fewer than 50% of schools safely storing water, at 16% and 34% respectively. This low 
proportion results from the relatively high percentage of schools that do not cover stored water, 
51% of schools in Zambia and 43% in Ethiopia.  
A majority of schools in all countries, ranging from 56% in Ethiopia and Kenya to 89% in 
Uganda, reported continual water service (24 hours/day) from the primary source (Figure 6). At 
least 75% of schools in every country except Zambia reported no breakdown of the main water 
source in the preceding two weeks. In Zambia, 25% of schools reported no breakdown, however 






























Figure 6: Continuity and reliability of primary water sources 
 
 
3.3 Sanitation facilities  
 
A majority of schools in all six countries reported access to an improved sanitation facility, 
ranging from 57% in Mozambique to 96% in Zambia (Figure 7). The most common improved 
sanitation facility types reported were ventilated improved pit latrines and pit latrines with slabs. The 
most common unimproved sanitation facilities were pit latrines without slabs and open defecation 
or no facilities. Open defecation or a lack of facilities was reported most frequently in Mozambique, 
at 27%, followed by 8% in Ethiopia (Figure 7).  
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All countries had fewer than 25% of schools that met the WHO recommended 25:1 student-
to-latrine ratio for girls (Figure 8). Ethiopia and Mozambique had no school that met the standard 
for girls. In each country, the percentage of schools meeting the student-to-latrine ratio for boys was 
more than double the percentage of schools that met the ratio for girls. Nearly half, or more than 
half of the schools in three countries met the 50:1 ratio for boys (Kenya – 54%, Rwanda – 48%, 
Uganda – 44%). The number of schools that met the ratio for boys was below 10% in Ethiopia and 
Mozambique. 
 
Figure 8: Sanitation facility characteristics 
 
 
Figures 9 and 10 show the skewed right distribution of the student-to-latrine ratio for boys 
and girls in each country. Four countries, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, and Zambia, have 75% of 
schools with student-to-latrine ratios at or below 100:1, as observed in third quartiles of the boxplots 
in Figures 9 and 10. The distributions of the ratios in Ethiopia and Mozambique are spread through 




















Figure 9: Boy student-to-latrine ratios by country 
 
 





In every country, the proportion of schools that reported access to handwashing facilities 
was more than double the proportion of schools that reported handwashing materials on the day of 
the survey. The proportion of schools that reported handwashing facilities existed ranged from 22% 




and drying materials) on the day of the survey. In all countries, only 5% or fewer of schools reported 
always having access to water, soap or ash, and drying materials. 
 




Figure 12 shows the proportion of schools meeting the SDG handwashing target of having 
water and soap; the figure shows the proportions of school with both materials on the day and the 
proportion reporting the materials as present always. 
 
Figure 12: Proportion of schools with water and soap/ash 
 
 
3.5 Menstrual Hygiene  
 
Of the five criteria for menstrual hygiene, most schools in each country reported having 
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water supply at the facility. Fewer than 20% of schools in each country had at least 4 of the 5 
facilities: separate-sex bathrooms, a clean water supply, a door, a lock on the door, and a bin for 
waste. Fewer than 20% of schools in each country had at least 4 of the criteria. Access to a water 
supply by the facility and a locking door were the facilities most lacking in schools.  
 
 
Figure 13: Menstrual hygiene facilities 
 
 







































Number of menstrual hygiene facilities out of 5 recommended criteria 






 The data from each country were first combined in a total dataset and a full model with 
reference cells for each country showed that the dummy variables were significant (p<0.05). This 
suggested that the relationships in the model vary by country, so the models were stratified by 
country. Ethiopia and Zambia are excluded from this analysis due to small sample sizes. 
 Table 4 shows the sample sizes for the model for each of the countries.  
 





Sample size in 
model 
Ethiopia 579 --- 
Kenya 198 185 
Mozambique 198 108 
Rwanda 469 185 
Uganda 251 244 
Zambia 575 --- 




Table 5: Bivariate coefficients of water quality model in Kenya 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Main Source Improved  -463.81 134.72 -3.44 0.0007 
Water treatment  100.16 114.42 0.88 0.3825 
Safe Container 58.52 112.52 0.52 0.6037 
Safe Removal -56.72 96.58 -0.59 0.5577 
Round trip < 30 min -24.57 135.47 -0.18 0.8563 
Improved sanitation 75.60 103.61 0.73 0.4665 
Girl student-to-latrine ratio -43.77 111.61 -0.39 0.6954 




Handwashing on day -273.50 49.08 -5.57 <.0001 
4-5 Menstrual hygiene facilities  -272.97 180.23 -1.51 0.1316 
 As Table 5 above shows, only an improved main water source and having handwashing 
materials on the day were significant in individual bivariate models with E. coli count in Kenya. 
These variables were included in the full model, along with the variable for treatment of water 
because of relationship between treatment of water and presence of E. coli (Table 6). 
 
Table 6: Water quality regression model in Kenya 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Intercept 366.325 116.135 3.15 0.0019 
Main Source Improved -184.29 129.81 -1.42 0.1573 
Water treatment 921.30 309.37 2.98 0.0033 
Handwashing On Day -366.32 116.14 -3.15 0.0019 
Main Source Improved* 
Water treatment -1048.8 317.79 -3.3 0.0012 
Main Source Improved* 
Handwashing On Day 311.81 124.53 2.5 0.0131 
 
All variables have negative coefficients, representing a reduction of E. coli count when they 
are present, except for water treatment and the interaction between improved source and 
handwashing. The positive regression coefficients of water treatment suggests that treating the water 
increases E. coli count by 921. Because water treatment, especially chlorine (which was used in 55 of 
the 61 schools that treated water), kills or lowers E. coli counts, the positive coefficient is not likely 
due to the treatment itself. Of the 198 schools surveyed in Kenya, 136 reported not treating water, 
94 of which used improved sources, and 43 schools accessed rainwater as their primary water 
source.  
Table 3 below shows the median E. coli count by water source type of the schools that treat 
water, and shows high values for several water source types. The high E. coli counts of treated water 
from unimproved sources is easily explained by the fact that chlorine or other treatment does not 
kill all E. coli and that these sources are heavily contaminated, but the high counts from rainwater 
and protected dug wells suggests that either water from these sources is not fully protected from 
contamination or that treatment is not sufficient in protecting the water. The negative regression 
coefficient of the interaction term between main water source and water treatment (p=0.0012) 
suggests that treated improved sources reduce E. coli, which supports the idea that unimproved 






Table 7. Average E. coli count of treated water by water source type in Kenya 
 
Water source type 
Number of 
schools 
Average E. coli 
count 
Improved 
Piped water into dwelling 1 0 
Piped water into yard 3 0 
Public tap 2 0 
Borehole 11 0.09 
Protected dug well 7 7.38 
Protected spring 1 1986 
Rainwater 15 6.04 
Unimproved 
Unprotected dug well 2 2400 
Unprotected spring 1 0 
Water selling cart or truck 1 2400 
Surface water 11 1117 
 
 
The positive coefficient of the interaction term of improved source and handwashing (Table 
6) suggests that handwashing is effective in reducing E. coli when the water source is not improved, 




Table 8: Bivariate regression coefficients in Rwanda 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Main Source Improved 5.49 6.21 0.88 0.3778 
Water Treatment 2.53 8.33 0.30 0.7621 
Safe Container -10.70 12.25 -0.87 0.3833 
Safe Removal -8.02 10.72 -0.75 0.4555 
Round trip < 30 min -53.54 42.10 -1.27 0.2051 
Sanitation improved 12.61 5.95 2.12 0.0353 
Girl student-to-latrine 
ratio -15.05 6.15 -2.45 0.0153 
Boy student-to-latrine 




Handwashing on day -0.21 10.06 -0.02 0.9832 
4-5 Menstrual hygiene 
facilities  -18.50 17.61 -1.05 0.2949 
 
 
Table 9: Full model coefficients in Rwanda 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Main Source Improved 7.20 5.57 1.29 0.1979 
Water Treatment 3.28 8.78 0.37 0.7094 
Sanitation improved 10.90 4.91 2.22 0.0276 
Girl student-to-latrine 
ratio -15.22 7.61 -2.00 0.0469 
 
 
No interaction terms were significant. The student-to-latrine ratio for boys was highly 
correlated (𝜌 = 0.92) with improved sanitation, so it was excluded from the model, but is clearly 
associated with better conditions. 
 
Student-to-latrine ratios are more indicative of the operation capability of schools than 
because they have a direct impact on water quality. The significance of the girl student-to-latrine 
ratio here reflects overall that schools that provide adequate access to sanitation have better water 
quality. Improved sanitation, however, had a positive coefficient suggesting that having improved 
sanitation facilities worsens water quality. One factor that was not able to be included in this analysis 
is the condition of the latrines, which reflects potential for contamination even more than the type 
of facility. Table 6 below shows the average E. coli count by the type of latrines, and the high 
averages for flushed toilets and pit latrines with slabs (two improved source types) are likely the 
causes for the positive regression coefficient.  
 
Table 10: Average E. coli count in school stored water by sanitation facility type in Rwanda 
 





Max E. coli 
count 
Improved 
Flushed to piped 
system 6 2.47 10 
Flushed to septic tank 11 10.32 50 
Flushed to pit latrine 70 25.64 660 
Ventilated improved 
pit latrine 70 5.65 60 
Pit latrine with slab 178 25.55 900 




Multiple or other 
improved 45 9.10 120 
Unimproved 
Flushed to elsewhere 3 15 30 
Pit latrine without slab 25 7.89 60 
Hanging toilet 13 0 0 
Community latrines 12 0 0 
Open defecation 2 0 0 
Multiple or other 





Table 11: Bivariate regression coefficients in Mozambique 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Main Source Improved -37.73 12.37 -3.05 0.0029 
Water treatment 1.783 7.89 0.23 0.8217 
Safe container 13.25 5.30 2.50 0.0140 
Safe removal 15.37 8.82 1.74 0.0844 
Round trip < 30 minutes -34.45 14.90 -2.31 0.0227 
Sanitation improved -1.14 5.80 -0.20 0.8446 
Girl student-to-latrine 
ratio **excluded due to lack of variability (all 0) 
Boy student-to-latrine 
ratio -0.060 9.96 -0.01 0.9952 
Handwashing on day -11.39 2.71 -4.20 <.0001 
4-5 menstrual hygiene 
facilities -3.67 3.01 -1.22 0.2251 
 
 Several variables showed significant bivariate coefficients in bivariate models with E. coli: 
improved water source, water treatment, safe container, round trip time, and handwashing on the 
day. None of these variables were correlated above 0.8, and were all included in the full model as 
shown in Table 12 below. 
Table 12: Full model coefficients in Mozambique 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 




Intercept 62.20 17.80 3.49 0.0007 
Main Source Improved -31.37 13.13 -2.39 0.0187 
Safe Container 9.34 5.72 1.63 0.1052 
Water Treatment -13.39 9.25 -1.45 0.1508 
Round Trip < 30 
minutes -27.41 14.59 -1.88 0.0631 
Handwashing on day 1.82 8.00 0.23 0.8200 
 
 In Mozambique, of the four variables that had significant bivariate models with water quality 
(Table 11), only improved main water source was significant in the full model (Table 12). The 
coefficient was negative, suggesting that having improved water sources reduces the E. coli count in 




Table 13: Bivariate Regression Coefficients for Uganda 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Main Source Improved -29.86 11.61 -2.57 0.0107 
Water treatment 9.16 3.81 2.41 0.0169 
Safe container 3.68 2.17 1.69 0.0918 
Safe removal 22.73 4.77 4.77 <.0001 
Round trip < 30 min -5.97 4.34 -1.38 0.1699 
Sanitation improved -16.24 6.85 -2.37 0.0186 
Girl student-to-latrine 
ratio -5.03 2.34 -2.15 0.0329 
Boy student-to-latrine 
ratio  0.65 2.26 0.29 0.7732 
Handwashing on day 10.51 11.24 0.94 0.3505 
4-5 Menstrual hygiene 
facilities 3.71 2.79 1.33 0.1855 
 
Several variables showed significant bivariate coefficients: improved water source, water 
treatment, safe removal of stored water, improved sanitation, and girl student-to-latrine ratio. 
Checking correlation coefficients shows that water treatment and girl student-to-latrine ratio have a 
high correlation (𝜌 = 0.82). Water treatment is selected over girl student-to-latrine ratio for 





Table 14: Full model regression coefficients in Uganda 
Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Intercept 27.42 9.43 2.91 0.0039 
Main Source Improved -16.31 8.79 -1.85 0.0649 
Safe Removal 17.87 4.15 4.31 <.0001 
Water Treatment 6.29 3.27 1.92 0.0554 
Improved sanitation -8.07 5.66 -1.43 0.1553 
 
 While four variables had significant bivariate models and were not correlated with one 
another, only safe removal of water remained significant in the full model (𝑝 < 0.0001), and had a 
unexpected positive coefficient. An evaluation of E. coli count by removal type shows that tapped 
containers have higher mean counts than other methods of removal, and covered, tapped containers 
have higher counts than uncovered containers (Table 15). As this is opposite as would be expected, 
this likely suggests that poor behaviors are being practiced that could lead to contamination of the 
stored water supply. 
 
Table 15: E. coli count by removal type 
Removal Type n 
Average E. coli count 
Uncovered  n 
Average E. coli count 
Covered 
Tapped/poured 9 12.01 28 33.44 
Cup 19 5.77 122 4.52 
Dipper or ladle 0 — 2 0 
Jar 1 0 5 25.19 




This study found that over 50% of schools in the surveyed regions of the six countries had 
access to an improved water source that required less than 30 minutes for travel and collection. Five 
of the six countries in the analysis (excludes Ethiopia) sampled water quality in at least half of the 
schools, and over 60% of schools sampled had water quality in the lowest risk category for health. 
Adequate access to sanitation and hygiene were substantially lower, in comparison to water.        
 
Water sources and facilities 
 
In comparison with other WaSH studies in schools, the results from this study showed 




an estimate of 53% for the Eastern and Southern Africa region (ESAR) in 2013 (UNICEF, 2013). 
This discrepancy is partially due to continued improvement over a few years’ time, as well likely 
attributable to UNICEF’s use of non-standardized data across countries to calculate the proportion.  
 While Mozambique reported the lowest percentage of schools with an improved source in 
this study (56%), a previous study by Admiraal and Doepel found 96.7% of schools in periurban 
towns in the Nampula province in Mozambique with access to improved water. This difference in 
the proportion of schools with access is likely explained by the difference in setting: Admiraal and 
Doepel’s study was conducted in periurban towns, while the schools in this study were primarily in 
rural settings, and rural settings have been shown to have lower access to WaSH services (JMP, 
2013). Both studies found similar low rates of safe storage of water (14% in this study and 24% in 
Admiraal and Doepel), suggesting that practices in Mozambique put students at risk of water-related 
illnesses despite the source type. 
Mozambique also had the highest rate (37%) of schools with no water source of the six 
countries studied. Given the associations between lack of access to water and poor health outcomes 
(Pruss-Ustun, 2014; Jasper et al, 2012), access to a water source should be improved in 
Mozambique.  
Although the overall percent of schools with high risk water quality was low (0% in four 
countries), Kenya showed a relatively high percentage of schools (16%) in this category. In Kenya, 
the treatment of water was positively associated with higher E. coli counts, This was not expected, 
especially given that chlorine was the primary water treatment method. An evaluation of water 
quality by water source type showed that treated water from many unimproved sources had high E. 
coli counts, which suggests that the water was highly contaminated to begin with and not adequately 
treated or stored. The significant negative interaction term between improved sources and treatment 
suggests that treated water from improved sources has reduced counts of E. coli. The high risk water 
quality in Kenya is likely due to poor source water quality and is not adequately treated or stored to 
reduce contamination prior to consumption.   
 Although an improved water source is more likely to protect the source from outside 
contamination at the time of collection, much evidence exists for contamination of the water in 
transport and storage before consumption (Wright et al, 2004). Indicators of proper storage 
techniques (Figure 3) reflect that in barely 50% of schools water was stored in a safe manner.  
   
Sanitation 
 
The results from this study suggest that improved sanitation facility types do exist in a 
majority of schools, but access for students is limited due to the high student-to-latrine ratio found 
in each country. With few schools meeting the international standard of 25:1 for girls and 50:1 for 
boys, access to sanitation is limited, which puts schoolchildren at risk for diarrheal and other water-
related diseases (Jasper et al, 2012).  
Admiraal and Doepel’s study in Mozambique found that 80.3% of schools in their study 
region had access to a functioning latrine, while 72.1% had access to an improved sanitation facility. 
Again, this difference compared with the 57% with improved sanitation of this study is likely 
explained by the difference in rural and periurban settings, given that rural schools, generally, have 
fewer resources and are more difficult to access, compared with urban. 
Although improved sanitation facility types were reported, most schools did not have 
enough latrines for students: in every country, over 75% of schools exceeded the recommended 
ratio of 25:1 for girls, and over 75% of schools in three of the six countries exceeded the 50:1 ratio 
for boys. Alexander et al (2014) found in Kenya that 25 (40%) of schools in the study met the girl 




This percentage is much larger than the result in this study (Figure 2), but comes from a smaller 
sample and smaller geographic region than this study.  
The schools with very large ratios (ones identified as outliers as circles) largely represent the 
schools that have no facilities, or schools where there are a large number of students but hardly any 
sanitation facilities. As Figures 9 and 10 show, many schools are identified as having outlying values 
for the ratio, which suggests that many schools have a severe insufficiency of facilities. 
The ratio of students to latrines is included in the indicators for universal sanitation access 
for the SDGs, and the low number of schools meeting this target now shows the significant areas 
for improvement in school sanitation programs. This analysis has not included the condition of the 




 Access to adequate handwashing facilities is severely lacking in the schools studied in list 
countries.  Handwashing provides protection against diarrheal disease, up to 47% (Curtis et al, 
2003), yet 10% or fewer of schools in each country studied had handwashing materials on the day of 
the survey. Even fewer reported having the materials at all times. Provision of handwashing 
materials and facilities is a top area for improvement of WaSH in schools in the areas of study in 
these six countries, given the clear relationship between handwashing, diarrheal disease, and school 
absence (Curtis et al, 2003; UNICEF, 2013). 
 Access to menstrual hygiene facilities was also extremely low, with fewer than 50% of 
schools with many of the five criteria. Given the evidence for student absences due to poor quality 
of facilities (Dreibelbis et al, 2013), and the suggestion that female students are particularly likely to 
be absent in schools with poor facilities, infrastructure and attention toward menstrual hygiene 
management is an important area for policy improvement. 
 Indicators for handwashing access and menstrual hygiene facilities are included in the SDG 
target for WaSH access in schools (WHO/UNICEF, 2014). Although the target for handwashing 
only addresses access to water and soap, drying is an important component in hygienic handwashing 
(Jumaa, 2012), and should also be emphasized in constructing facilities for handwashing. As 
summarized in Table 1, the attributes of a menstrual hygiene facility described in the SDGs are 
captured in this study’s definition of facilities, and given the low proportion of schools with facilities, 




While many of the questions on the survey are based on international guidelines for WaSH, 
some of the indicators are subject to recall and interviewer bias. Priority in analysis was directed 
toward questions that were more objective or observable, such as water source type or existence of 
water and soap for handwashing on the day of the survey. Questions that were subject to more recall 
bias, such as round trip time for collection, were also analyzed but understood to have limitations 
with accuracy. 
 Follow-up research should incorporate more observation data collection, to capture the 
condition of the facilities and access most accurately. Further, the study also did not incorporate 
monitoring of data collection at all times, which could reduce methodological errors in the future. 
Overall, this study represents the first known randomized cross-country assessment of 
WaSH access in schools. Because of the randomization used in the selection of schools in the two 
strata, these results generalize to the larger geographic provinces in each country, as summarized in 




in light of the proposed SDG target of universal access to be launched later this year. These results 
also reflect the emphasis and work that has been done for the WaSH targets for the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs), in the emphasis on access to an improved water source. These results, 
however, support the findings of other research showing that the source type is not the only factor 
influencing water quality, and suggest that emphasis should be more evenly distributed on other 




 The final models for each country each contained different sets of explanatory variables and 
interaction terms, in addition to the direction the association with water quality was. This absence of 
a pattern across the country models provides evidence that WaSH infrastructure and its relationship 
with water quality is context dependent and varies in different countries. This could partially be 
attributable to the political climate, as well as the ability for governments to establish and enforce 
standards for quality. Further, the smaller sample of schools that took water quality samples out of 
the total surveyed schools is a limiting factor to the model.  
 In Kenya, treatment of water was associated with increased E. coli in water, but the high E. 
coli counts from unimproved sources suggests that treatment may not actually be consistent or 
adequate, and subject to human error. This evidence serves as a reminder that providing resources 
requires proper training in order to obtain positive health outcomes.  
 The results from Rwanda suggest that an improved latrine may not be sufficient for 
preventing the spread of bacteria, and that the condition of latrines may negate positive benefits of 
improved sanitation. Further analysis with complete data on latrine condition is needed to clarify 
these relationships. 
 The model of relationships in Mozambique matched the expected associations between the 
explanatory variables and water quality. Only the improved water source and the round trip time 
variables remained significant in the full model, but both had negative regression coefficients, 
suggesting that having an improved water source and having a source within 30 minutes is more 
likely to produce better water quality. 
 Finally, the model in Uganda showed only safe removal of water was significant in the full 
model, but with a positive coefficient. Evaluating the average E. coli count by removal method 
showed that the highest average count was in water reported to be from covered containers from 
which water was poured or dispensed through a tap. The increased E. coli in this group suggests that 
unsafe behaviors that lead to contamination are still being practiced. Oversight and enforcement of 
best practices is needed to prevent safely stored water from becoming contaminated. 
 This analysis used a simple linear regression, but follow-up analyses should test other models 
for these data, given that the dependent variable for water quality represents counts, rather than 
being a continuous measurement. These include testing a negative binomial model or a zero-inflated 
model, given that the water quality data has many values of zero. 
 This evaluation focused on factors relating to access and existence of WaSH facilities that 
were associated with better water quality. Another relationship to be tested in the future is that of 
intermittency of water supply with water quality, as there is some suggestion intermittent supplies 







 This study comprising 2270 rural schools in Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, 
Uganda, and Zambia found that an average of 78% of schools in the selected areas of the six 
countries had access to improved water sources, but fewer than 25% of schools had access to 
sufficient sanitation facilities for all students, fewer than 20% to sufficient menstrual hygiene, and 
fewer than 10% to recommended handwashing facilities. It is crucial to recognize these substantial 
gaps in access to adequate hygiene facilities and materials, which have direct impacts on health 
outcomes, especially for children. These results suggest that children in schools in the surveyed 
region have high health risks from very preventable problems. With the new development goals to 
be launched this year, it is clear that much work still needs to be done to reach the proposed goal of 
universal access by 2030.  
 As water quality as a direct impact on human health, the regression analysis supports 
previous findings that factors in addition to source type, including water storage and mechanisms for 
removal, influence water quality, and thus should be equally emphasized in school WaSH 
programming. 
 This research contributes to the knowledge on the levels of WaSH access in schools in 
Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, Uganda, and Zambia. Understanding the level of access to 
adequate WaSH infrastructure in schools helps target interventions to narrow gaps in access, with 
the ultimate goal of reducing the preventable disease and death burden by minimizing routes of 
contamination. This research is important for public health and government officials, policy-makers 
and practitioners. The results are especially informative baselines for the new WaSH targets 
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WV-UNC School Evaluation Form 
 
To be administered to head of the school if available. If he/she is not available, a head teacher can be 
interviewed. If he/she is not available, a teacher who has worked at the school where the interview is about 
to take place can answer the questions in the survey.  
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Q 0.001 
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Comparison Area 
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a. World Vision ADP 
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dd        mm         yy 
b.2nd Visit 
 
_____ / _____ / _____ 
dd        mm         yy 
c. 3rd Visit 
 
_____ / _____ / _____ 
dd        mm         yy 
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_____ / _____ / _____ 







_____ / _____ / _____ 




_____ / _____ / _____ 
dd        mm         yy 
Q.0.006 Final Result Code 
 
Q 0.007 Name of Enumerator  
 
Q 0.008 Signature of Enumerator 
 
 
 Supervisor Review 
 
Below is to be filled out by Supervisor 
 
Q 0.009 Name of Supervisor 
 
































___ ___ / ___ ___ / ___ ___ 
___ ___ 
A.2  
___ ___ / ___ ___ / ___ ___ 
___ ___ 
B.1 Day of the week 
 B.2.  
C.1Exact time began 
 C.2.  
D.1 Interviewer I.D. 
 D.2.  
E.1  Contact with 
 
Respondent No One 
E.2. 
Respondent No One 
F.  1 Tel. number if 
obtained 
 F.2.  
G. 1 Detailed 
description of contact 
or attempt to contact 





H. 1 Temporary Result 
code 








___ ___ / ___ ___ / ___ ___ 
___ ___ 
I.2.  
___ ___ / ___ ___ / ___ ___ 
___ ___ 
J.1Day of the week 
 J.2.  
K.1 Exact time began 
 K.2.  
L.1 Interview I.D. 
 L.2  
M.1. Contact with 
 
Respondent No One 
M.2. 




N.1 Tel. number if 
obtained 
 N.2.  
O.1. Detailed 
description of contact 
or attempt to contact 
















Temporary Result Codes 
100 School not in session 
102 Completed part of questionnaire, could not finish 
103 No eligible respondent available.  
 Eligibility: Head of school. If not available, a teacher who has been teaching at this  school 
for more than 1 year. 
104  Unoccupied/Vacant/Demolished School – check with supervisor about  address 
105 Selected address is not a school – check with supervisor about address 
106 Other  
 
Final Result codes 
201 Completed questionnaire 
202 Completed part of questionnaire, could not finish after four returns to ` school 
203 Nobody available, for each of four returns 
205 Refusal 
206 Unoccupied/Vacant/Demolished School 





WV-UNC School Evaluation Form 
 
FIELD OFFICE 
Interviewer’s code & 
name  
 
……………   …………………… 
 
Completed Date: dd/mm 
 
 
Team Leader ’s code & 
name  
 
……    …………………………. 
 



















SECTION 1: IDENTIFICATION 
1.01: COUNTRY  
1.02: REGION     1=Northern Region; 2=Upper East Region 
(This is an example for Ghana. Alter these choices for each country.) 
 
1.03: PROVINCE, STATE, OR ZONE  
1.04: DISTRICT  
1.05:  COMMUNITY  
1.06:  DATE (DD/MM/YYYY)  
1.07:  LANGUAGE 1=Dagbanli 2=Mampruli; 3=Kusal; 4=Frafra/Kasim; 
5=Likpakpaln/Basare; 6=Talen; 7=Nabt; 8=Other (specify) 
(This is an example for Ghana. Alter these choices for each country.) 
 
 
1.08:   GPS Waypoint of School:    
Lat: ____  _________ °  __________________’ (decimal degrees)    
 
Long: ____  _________ °  __________________’  (decimal grees)    
 
Altitude _______________________ meters 
 
 







2.  ACCESS TO SAFE WATER 
2.01 
What is the main source (most often used) of water 
for the school? (Check box next to the appropriate 
category. If no water source is available and children 
must bring their own water, write no water source, 
children bring water in other option and skip to 
section 3.) 
 
 Piped water into dwelling 
 Piped water into yard 
 Public tap 
 Borehole (with handpump/pump) 
 Protected dug well (closed)  
 Unprotected dug well (open) 
 Protected spring (closed) 
 Unprotected spring (open) 
 Rainwater collection 
 Water-selling cart or truck 
 Surface water 








What type of container do you store your drinking 
water in your school? (Check box next to any that 
apply.) Direct Observation required. 
 
 
 Narrow opening container 
 Wide opening container 
 Container with spigot/tap 
 Dirty 
 Clean 
 Children bring water from home 
2.03 
If there is central water storage in the school, does 




If there is central water storage in the school, how is 
water taken out from the container? (Check box next 
to any that apply.) 
 
Nothing (water directly 
poured or dispensed 
through a spigot or 
spout) 
 Cup 













Does the school practice water treatment? 
 Yes No 
2.06 
If yes to 2.05, how do you treat the water? (Do not 




 Filtration with a cloth 
 Other: __________________ 
2.07 
What is the distance between the school and its water 
source? If water is available at the school, the answer 




What length of time does one round trip to the water 
point (time from school to water point, wait time, 
then time from water point back to school) take? 
[_____________] minutes 
2.09a 
How many visits to the water point does the school 









Does the school’s water point have a continuous 
water service (24 hours per day)? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.11 
If no to 2.10, does the school’s water point have a 
known scheduled water service? 
 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.12 





Does the school have year-round access to protected 
water (ex. water point is surrounded with a fence)? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.14 
Has the water point broken down in the past year? 




For what length of time was the school water point 




Has the school’s water point had a breakdown in the 
past two weeks? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.17 
Does your school use any sources for drinking 
water other than the primary water source indicated 
in question 2.01? 
If no, skip to Section 3). 





If yes to 2.17, what secondary source of drinking 
water does the school use? (Check box next to the 
appropriate category.) 
 Piped water into dwelling 
 Piped water into yard 
 Public tap 
 Borehole (with handpump/pump) 
 Protected dug well (closed)  
 Unprotected dug well (open) 
 Protected spring (closed) 
 Unprotected spring (open) 
 Rainwater collection 
 Water-selling cart or truck 
 Surface water 






What is the distance between the school and its 




What length of time does one round trip to the 
secondary water point (time from school to water 




How many visits to the secondary water point does 




How many people make the trip to the secondary 




Does the school’s secondary water point have a 
continuous water service (24 hours/day)? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.23 
If no, does the school’s secondary water point have a 
scheduled water service? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.24 
Has the secondary water point broken down in the 
past year? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.25 
For what length of time was the school’s secondary 








Has the school’s secondary water point had a 
breakdown in the past two weeks? 
 
Yes No Don’t know 
2.27 
How many secondary water point breakdowns have 





3. ACCESS TO SANITATION 
3.01a 
What sanitation facilities does the 
school have access to? (Check box 
next to any that apply.) 
 
 Flush toilet to piped sewer system 
 Flushed toilet to septic tank 
 Flushed toilet to pit latrine 
 Flushed toilet to elsewhere (e.g. river, surface, etc.)  
 Ventilated improved pit latrine (VIP) 
 Pit latrine with slab 
 Pit latrine without slab 
 Composting toilet 
 Bucket 
 Hanging toilet 
 Community latrines 
 No facilities 






Are the sanitation facilities separate 
for boys and girls? Yes No 
3.01c 
How many sanitation facilities are 





How many of the sanitation facilities 
for the school are functioning for 
girls and for boys? If not separate, 




















Is the school using the sanitation 
facilities?  Yes No Don’t know 
3.04 
Observe the school’s sanitation 
facilities, and note any problematic 
conditions. (Check box next to any 
that apply. In addition, please note 
 Lack of a door NUMBER: 
 Door cannot close  NUMBER: 
 Door cannot lock NUMBER: 
 Holes in wall NUMBER: 












 Unstable walls or roof NUMBER: 
 Pit is too big NUMBER: 
 Pit is caving in NUMBER: 
 Feces present NUMBER: 
 Used paper on slab NUMBER: 
 Swarms of flies NUMBER: 
 Other: _______________ NUMBER: 
 
 
4. HYGIENE KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICES 
4.01 
Does the school have access to handwashing 




   If yes to 4.01, OBSERVE: does the handwashing 
facility have access to water Yes No Don’t know 
4.03 
If yes to 4.01, OBSERVE: is the handwashing 
facility supplied with soap or ash today? Yes No Don’t know 
4.04 
If yes to 4.01, OBSERVE: does the handwashing 
facility include resources for hygienic hand 
drying?  
Yes No Don’t know 
4.05a 
   If yes to 4.01, ASK: does the handwashing 
facility have access to enough water always, 





   If yes to 4.01, ASK: is the handwashing facility 






   If yes to 4.01, ASK: does the handwashing 
facility include resources for hygienic hand 





Does the school have access to menstrual 




 Which of the following are the school’s 
menstrual hygiene facilities equipped with? 
(Check box next to any that apply.) 
 Separate-sex bathrooms or washrooms 
 Clean water supply 
 Door 
 Door with a lock 








5.  DEMOGRAPHICS 
5.01 
Total number of GIRL pupils 
 [_______________] girls 
5.02 
Total number of BOY pupils 
 [_______________] boys 
5.03 
Total number of TEACHERS 
 [_______________] teachers 
 
6. WATER SAMPLE 
This sample will be taken in a 100 of all schools sampled. Your supervisor will provide you with 
information on whichschools should have their water sampled. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Obtain a running water sample from the primary water point that the school uses. If 
the school also uses stored water, take an additional, unique sample of the stored water source. Refer to 
the Water Testing Quality Protocol sheet for more information on methods for collection, labeling, etc. 
 
LABELING SAMPLE:Indicate WV or comparison area water point (write WV or Co); unique school ID 
number; and S. Thus, if the school were in a World Vision ADP, with a unique number of 103, the 
sample would be labeled as follows: WV/103/S. 
6.01a 
SAMPLED of STORED WATER: Take a 
sample of the school’s stored water. What is 
the concentration of E. coli in a 100 mL water 
sample? Can you serve me some water the 
way you normally take it? 
 
6.01b Document the time the sample is taken [_____________] (24 hour time period) 
6.02 
Take the GPS waypoint for the school’s main 
(primary) water point? 
 
Lat:  ____  _________ °  
__________________’ 
Long: ____ _________ °  
__________________’ 
(use units of degrees, minutes and 




What is the time it takes to travel, one way, 





 THE BELOW QUESTIONS ARE FOR THE ENUMERATOR. 
7.01. Did the person answering the questions seem irritated or nervous during the interview? 
Yes  No 
7.02. Did you feel that the respondent was being truthful? 
  Yes  No 
7.03. How would you rate the quality of this interview? 
  Good  Fair  Poor 
7.04. How many people were present when you conducted this interview? 
 Number of school teachers: _________________________________________________ 
 Number of students: ____________________________________________ 
 Total number: _________________________________________________________________ 








7.06.   Time finished survey (24 hour clock):  _______________________ 
 
0. 02 Contact Information of Interviewee (To be filled out at end of survey) 
 
A survey supervisor may be calling or visiting you again to verify this interview or to 
collect additional information in the future. For these reasons I would like to verify your 




Q 0.0201 What is your full name? 







Q 0.0202 What is your address? 
 







Q 0.0203 What is your telephone number? (If no telephone, leave blank) 
 
Q 0.0204 If we cannot contact you for whatever reason, could 
you tell us who we could contact, who will know how to 
get in touch with you? 
Yes No 


















APPENDIX II: SAS CODE 
 
The following code was used on the data sets of each of the six countries, with the appropriate 
adjustments made for the specifics of each country. 
A. Codebook 
********************************************************************* 
*  PROJECT: World Vision Midterm Evaluation 
*   
*  TITLE : Codebook for Rwanda Schools dataset 
*  COUNTRY: Rwanda 
*  SURVEY: Schools 
* 




*  PROGRAM NAME: Rwanda_Sch_updated_Jan2015.sas    
*  LANGUAGE:    SAS, VERSION [9.3] 
* 
*  NAME OF PROGRAMMER:    Camille Morgan 
*  DATE PROGRAM CREATED:   10/01/2014 
*  DATE LAST MODIFIED:     03/19/2015 
*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 




libname rwanda "C:\Users\camillem\WV_UNC_Project\Codebooks 2015\RWANDA"; 
  
 
proc format ; 
 value WVCA 1 = "World Vision" 
      2 = "Comparison Area"; 
 value WatSource 0 = "No secondary source" 
     1 = "Piped water into dwelling" 
     2 = "Piped water into yard"  
     3 = "Public tap"  
     4 = "Borehole" 
     5 = "Protected dug well"  
     6 = "Unprotected dug well"  
     7 = "Protected spring"  
     8 = "Unprotected spring"  
     9 = "Rainwater"  
     10 = "Water-selling cart or truck"  
     11 = "Surface water"  
     12 = "Bottled water or sachet" 
     13 = "Other" 
     14 = "No Water Source, Children/Parents bring 
from Home" 
     15 = "Multiple/other improved" 
     16 = "Multiple/other unimproved" 
     17 = "Multiple"  
     18 = "Water Tank"; 




       0 = "Unimproved" 
       9 = "No secondary source"; 
 value Roundtrip 1 = "Less than 30 min" 
     0 = "Greater than 30 min"; 
 value sanratiogirls 1 = "<=25:1" 
       0 = ">25:1"; 
 value sanratioboys 1 = "<=50:1" 
       0 = ">50:1"; 
 value storage 1 = "Covered" 
      0 = "Not Covered"; 
 value removal 1 = "Nothing (poured/tap)" 
      2 = "Cup"  
      3 = "Dipper or ladle" 
      4 = "Jar" 
      5 = "Bowl" 
      6 = "Bucket" 
      7 = "Hands" 
      9 = "Multiple" 
      10 = "Public tap/No storage" 
      11 =  "Multiple unsafe"; 
 value treatment 1 = "Boiling"  
     2 = "Chlorine"  
     3 = "Cloth Filtration"  
     4 = "Ceramic filter" 
     5 = "Other Filtration"  
     6 = "Filtration" 
     7 = "Other" 
     8 = "PUR" 
     9 = "No treatment"; 
 value pipedim 0 = "Unimproved" 
      1 = "Other Improved" 
      2 = "Piped" 
      9 = "No secondary source"; 
 value safestor 0 = "Unsafe" 
       1 = "Safe" 
       2 = "Do Not Store"; 
 value containertype 1 = "Narrow-opening" 
      2 = "Wide-opening" 
      3 = "Container with Spigot/tap" 
      4 = "Dirty" 
      5 = "Clean" 
      6 = "Children bring from home"; 
 value indicator 0 = "No" 
     1 = "Yes"; 
 value riskcat 1 = "Low risk (< 1 cfu)" 
      2 = "Intermediate risk (1-10 cfu)" 
      3 = "High risk (10-100 cfu)" 
      4 = "Very high risk (>100 cfu)"; 
 value wqriskindic 0 = "Low risk" 
       1 = "High risk"; 
 value latrinetype 1 = "Flush to piped system" 
      2 = "Flush to septic tank" 
      3 = "Flush to pit latrine" 
      4 = "Flush to elsewhere" 
      5 = "Ventilated improved pit latrine" 
      6 = "Pit latrine with slab" 




      8 = "Composting toilet" 
      9 = "Bucket" 
      10 = "Hanging toilet" 
      11 = "Community latrines" 
      12 = "No facilities" 
      13 = "Open defecation" 
      15 = "Multiple/other improved" 
      16 = "Multiple/other unimproved" 
      17 = "Multiple/other"; 
 value indicthree 0 = "No" 
      1 = "Yes" 
      2 = "Don't Know"; 
 value access 0 = "No" 
      1 = "Yes" 
      . = "N/A"; 
 value freqaccess 1 = "Always" 
      2 = "Sometimes" 
       3 = "Never" 
      . = "N/A"; 
 value goalmet 1 = "Goal met" 
      0 = "Goal not met"; 
 value menstrual 1 = "All 5 checked" 
     0 = "None" 
     2 = "1 - 4 checked";  
 value handwashonday 1 = "Water/soap/drying present" 
      0 = "At least 1/3 not observed" 
      2 = "No access"; 
 value watersoapday 1 = "Water/soap present" 
        0 = "Water/soap missing" 
        2 = "No access"; 
 value always 1 = "All always" 
     2 = "Variable" 
     3 = "All never" 
     9 = "No facilities"; 
 value hwindic 1 = "Water, soap/ash, drying access always" 
      0 = "1+ not always available" 
      9 = "No facilities"; 
 value watsoapindic 1 = "Water and soap/ash always accessible" 
        0 = "One/both not always accessible" 




 set rwanda.rwanda_school_merged; 
 
 if v001_WVorComparison = "a. World Vision ADP" then 
S_001_WVorComparison = 1; 
 if v001_WVorComparison = "b. Comparison area" then S_001_WVorComparison 
= 2; 
 
 **SECTION 2: Access to Safe Water; 
 *Question 2.01; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource ne '' and v201_MainWaterSource ne "Other" then 
do; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Piped water into dwelling" then 




 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Piped water into yard" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 2; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Public tap" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 3; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Borehole" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 4; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Protected dug well" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 5; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Unprotected dug well" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 6; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Protected spring" then S_201_MainWaterSource 
= 7; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Unprotected spring" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 8; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Rainwater" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 9; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Water-selling cart or truck" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 10; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Surface water" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 
11; 
 if v201_MainWaterSource = "Bottled water or sachet" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 12; 
 end; 
 
if v201_Mainwatersource = "Other" then do; 
  if v201_other = '' then S_201_MainWaterSource = .; 
  if v201_other = "BORE BOLE" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 4; 
  if v201_other = "BROUGHT BY PUPILS" THEN S_201_MainWaterSource = 
14; 
  if v201_other = "CHILDREN BRIN" THEN S_201_MainWaterSource = 14; 
  if v201_other = "CHILDREN BRING" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 14; 
  if v201_other = "CHILDREN BRINGS WATER" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 14; 
  if v201_other = "CHILDREN BRINGS WATER AT HOME" THEN 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 14; 
  if v201_other = "STUDENTS BRINGS WATER" then 
S_201_MainWaterSource = 14; 
  if v201_other = "PROTECTED SPRING" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 
7; 
  if v201_other = "Rain collection" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 9; 
  if v201_other = "Rainwater" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 9; 
  if v201_other = "Rainwater collection" then S_201_MainWaterSource 
= 9; 
  if v201_other = "Tap" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 3; 
  if v201_other = "Water Tank" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 18; 
  if v201_other = "Tank" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 18;  
  if v201_other = "Unprotected spring" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 
6; 
  if v201_other = "rain water" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 9; 
  if v201_other = "surface water" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 11; 
  if v201_other = "unprotected spring" then S_201_MainWaterSource = 
11; 
  end; 
if v201_Mainwatersource = '' then S_201_MainWaterSource = .; 
  
*Create Indicator Variable for Improved/Unimproved Sources; 
*piped/improved/unimproved; 
 if S_201_MainWaterSource in(1,2) then MainSourcepipimpr = 2; 




 if S_201_MainWaterSource in(6,8,10,11,12,13,14) then MainSourcepipimpr 
= 0; 
*improved/unimproved; 
 if MainSourcepipimpr in(1,2) then MainSourceImproved = 1; 
 if MainSourcepipimpr = 0 then MainSourceImproved = 0; 
*Question 2.02; 
if v202_DWContainerType ne '' then do; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Children bring water from home" then 
S_202_DWContainerType = 6; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Children bring water from home, Clean" 
then S_202_DWContainerType = 6; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Children bring water from home, Narrow 
opening container" then S_202_DWContainerType = 6; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Children bring water from home, Wide 
opening container" then S_202_DWContainerType = 6; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Clean" then S_202_DWContainerType = 4; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Dirty" then S_202_DWContainerType = 5; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Clean, Wide opening container" then 
S_202_DWContainerType = 2; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Container with spigot/tap" then 
S_202_DWContainerType = 3; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Narrow opening container" then 
S_202_DWContainerType = 1; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Narrow opening container, Wide opening 
container" then S_202_DWContainerType = 2; 
  if v202_DWContainerType = "Wide opening container" then 
S_202_DWContainerType = 2; 
 end; 
if v202_DWContainerType = '' and S_201_MainWaterSource in (1,2,3,10) then 
S_202_DWContainerType =1; 
 else if v202_DWContainerType = '' then S_202_DWContainerType = .; 
*Question 2.03; 
 if v203_StorageContainer = "Yes" then S_203_StorageContainer = 1; 
 else if v203_StorageContainer = "No" then S_203_StorageContainer = 0; 
 else if v203_StorageContainer = "" then S_203_StorageContainer = .; 
 
*Variable for adequate container type versus inadequate or no storage; 
 if S_203_StorageContainer = 1 and S_202_DWContainerType in (1,2,3,4) 
then SafeContainer=1; 
 else if S_202_DWContainerType = 6 then SafeContainer = 0; 
 else if S_202_DWContainerType = 5 then SafeContainer = 0; 
 else if S_202_DWContainerType = . then do; 
  if S_201_MainWaterSource = 14 then SafeContainer =0; 
     if S_201_MainWaterSource ne 14 then SafeContainer=.; 
  end; 
 else SafeContainer = 0; 
*This variable "SafeContainer" is indicating if the school has stored water 




 if v204_waterremove ne '' and v204_waterremove ne "Other" then do; 
  if v204_waterremove = "Bucket" then S_204_WaterRemove = 6; 
  if v204_waterremove = "Cup" then S_204_WaterRemove = 2; 
  if v204_waterremove = "Cup, Jar" then S_204_WaterRemove = 2; 
  if v204_waterremove = "Dipper or ladle, Jar" then 




  if v204_waterremove = "Jar" then S_204_WaterRemove = 4; 
  if v204_waterremove = "Nothing" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
 end;  
 if v204_waterremove = "Nothing, Other" then do; 
  if v204_other = "Jerikan" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
  if v204_other = "robine" then S_204_WaterRemove = 10 ; 
  if v204_other = "ROBINE" then S_204_WaterRemove = 10 ; 
 end; 
 if v204_waterremove = "Other" then do; 
  if v204_other = "GELCAN" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
  if v204_other = "JERICAN" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
  if v204_other = "Jerikan" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
  if v204_other = "NO TANK" then S_204_WaterRemove = .; 
  if v204_other = "ROBINE" then S_204_WaterRemove = 10 ; 
  if v204_other = "Robine" then S_204_WaterRemove = 10; 
  if v204_other = "robine" then S_204_WaterRemove = 10 ; 
  if v204_other = "TAP" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
  if v204_other = "tap" then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
  if v204_other = "THE TANK HAS A SPIGOT" then S_204_WaterRemove = 
1; 
 end; 
 if v204_waterremove = '' and v204_other = '' and S_201_MainWaterSource 
= 14 then S_204_WaterRemove = 10; 
 if v204_waterremove = '' and v204_other = '' and S_201_MainWaterSource 
in (1,2,3) then S_204_WaterRemove = 1; 
 else if v204_waterremove = '' and v204_other = '' then 
S_204_WaterRemove = .; 
 
*Variable for SafeRemoval: 1 if tap, pour, or ladle and 0 otherwise; 
if S_204_WaterRemove in (1,3) and S_202_DWContainerType ne 6 then SafeRemoval 
= 1; 
else if S_202_DWContainerType = 3 and S_204_WaterRemove = 2 then SafeRemoval 
= 1; 
else if S_202_DWContainerType = 6 then SafeRemoval = 0; *this line may not be 
necessary; 
else SafeRemoval = 0; 
 
*Question 2.05; 
 if v205_SchoolWaterTreat = "No" and v206_other = "Ceramic filter" then 
v205_SchoolWaterTreat = "Yes"; 
 if v205_SchoolWaterTreat = "Yes" then S_205_SchoolWaterTreat = 1; 
 if v205_SchoolWaterTreat = "No" then S_205_SchoolWaterTreat = 0; 
*Question 2.06; 
 if v206_WaterTreatMethod ne '' and v206_WaterTreatMethod ne "Other" 
then do; 
  if v206_WaterTreatMethod = "Boiling" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod 
= 1; 
  if v206_WaterTreatMethod = "Chlorine" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod 
= 2; 
  if v206_WaterTreatMethod = "Filtration with a cloth" then 
S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 3; 
 end; 
 if v206_WaterTreatMethod = "Other" then do; 
  if v206_other = "Ceramic filter" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 4; 
  if v206_other = "Chlorine" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 2; 
  if v206_other = "FILTRATION" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 6; 




  if v206_other = "OTHER FILTER" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 5; 
  if v206_other = "PURE" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 8; 
  if v206_other = "PURER" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 8; 
  if v206_other = "boiling" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 1; 
  if v206_other = "chlorine" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 2; 
  if v206_other = "other filters" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 5; 
  if v206_other = "rua" then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 7; 
 end; 
if v205_SchoolWaterTreat = "No" and v206_WaterTreatMethod = '' and v206_other 
= '' then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = 9; 
if v205_SchoolWaterTreat = "" and v206_WaterTreatMethod = '' and v206_other = 
''  then S_206_WaterTreatMethod = .; 
 
*Safe Storage; 
if S_201_MainWaterSource = 14 then SafeStorage = 0; 
else if S_203_StorageContainer = 0 then SafeStorage = 0; 
 if S_203_StorageContainer = 1 then do; 
  if S_202_DWContainerType = 1 then SafeStorage = 1; 
  if S_202_DWContainerType = 3 then SafeStorage = 1; 
  if S_202_DWContainerType = 4 then SafeStorage = 1; 
  if S_202_DWContainerType = 5 then SafeStorage = 0; 
  if S_202_DWContainerType = 6 then SafeStorage = 0; 
  if S_202_DWContainerType = 2 then do; 
   if S_205_SchoolWaterTreat = 1 then SafeStorage = 1; 
   else SafeStorage=0; 
   end; 
  end; 
  else SafeStorage = 0; 
 
*To summarize the variables created: 
SafeContainer: 1 - covered and stored at school, 0- uncovered or not stored 
SafeRemoval: 1 - dispense through tap, poured, or with ladle, includes "cup" 
if container has a tap, 0 - hands, or anything else dipped into the water, 
cup if container doesn't have a tap 
SafeStorage: 1 - covered, stored in tapped or narrow container, or wide but 
treated, 0 - other 
 
*Question 2.07-2.09: free response; 
 S_207_WatSourceDistance = v207_WatSourceDistance; 
 S_208_RoundTripTime = v208_RoundTripTime; 
 S_209a_WaterPointVisit = v209a_WaterPointVisit; 
 S_209b_PeopleWaterPoint = v209b_PeopleWaterPoint; 
 
 *Indicator Variable for 2.08 Source Distance; 
 if S_208_RoundTripTime <= 30 then RoundTrip = 1; 
 if S_208_RoundTripTime > 30 then RoundTrip = 0; 
 
 *Question 2.10; 
 if v210_ContWaterService = "Yes" then S_210_ContWaterService = 1; 
 if v210_ContWaterService = "No" then S_210_ContWaterService = 0; 
 if v210_ContWaterService = "Don't Know" then S_210_ContWaterService = 
2; 
 else if v210_ContWaterService = "" then S_210_ContWaterService = .; 
 
 *Question 2.11; 
 if v211_SchedWaterService = "Yes" then S_211_SchedWaterService = 1; 




 if v211_SchedWaterService = "Don't Know" then S_211_SchedWaterService = 
2; 
 else if v211_SchedWaterService = "" then S_211_SchedWaterService = .; 
 
 *Question 2.12--free response; 
 S_212_LengthWaterService = v212_LengthWaterService; 
 
 *Question 2.13; 
 if v213_ProtectWaterAccess = "Yes" then S_213_ProtectWaterAccess = 1; 
 if v213_ProtectWaterAccess = "No" then S_213_ProtectWaterAccess = 0; 
 if v213_ProtectWaterAccess = "Don't Know" then S_213_ProtectWaterAccess 
= 2; 
 else if v213_ProtectWaterAccess = "" then S_213_ProtectWaterAccess = .; 
 
 *Question 2.14; 
 if v214_WaterPointBreakdown = "Yes" then S_214_WaterPointBreakdown = 1; 
 if v214_WaterPointBreakdown = "No" then S_214_WaterPointBreakdown = 0; 
 if v214_WaterPointBreakdown = "Don't Know" then 
S_214_WaterPointBreakdown = 2; 
 else if v214_WaterPointBreakdown = "" then S_214_WaterPointBreakdown = 
.; 
 
 *Question 2.15; 
 S_215_LengthNonFunctin = v215_LengthNonFunctin; 
 
 *Question 2.16; 
 if v216_TwoWeekBreakdown = "Yes" then S_216_TwoWeekBreakdown = 1; 
 if v216_TwoWeekBreakdown = "No" then S_216_TwoWeekBreakdown = 0; 
 if v216_TwoWeekBreakdown = "Don't Know" then S_216_TwoWeekBreakdown = 
2; 
 else if v216_TwoWeekBreakdown = "" then S_216_TwoWeekBreakdown = .; 
 
 *Question 2.17; 
 if v217_OtherSource = "Yes" then S_217_OtherSource = 1; 
 if v217_OtherSource = "No" then S_217_OtherSource = 0; 
 else if v217_OtherSource = "" then S_217_OtherSource = .; 
 
 *Question 2.18; 
 *only answered if "yes" to 2.17; 
 if v217_OtherSource = "No" and v218_SecondarySourceType = '' then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 0; 
 if v218_SecondarySourceType ne '' and v218_SecondarySourceType ne 
"Other" then do; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Piped water into dwelling" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 1; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Piped water into yard" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 2; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Public tap" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 3; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Borehole" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 4; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Protected dug well" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 5; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Unprotected dug well" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 6; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Protected spring" then 




  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Unprotected spring" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 8; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Rainwater" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 9; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Water-selling cart or truck" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 10; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Surface water" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 11; 
  if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Bottled water or sachet" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 12; 
 end; 
if v218_SecondarySourceType = "Other" then do; 
  if v218_other = '' then S_218_SecondarySourceType = .; 
  if v218_other = "CHILDREN BRING WATER" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 14; 
  if v218_other = "Children bring water from the home" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 14; 
  if v218_other = "Rainwater" then S_218_SecondarySourceType = 9; 
  if v218_other = "Rin water collection" then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = 9; 
  if v218_other = "rain water" then S_218_SecondarySourceType = 9; 
  if v218_other = "water cannon" then S_218_SecondarySourceType = 
17;  
  end; 
if v217_OtherSource = "Yes" and v218_SecondarySourceType = '' then 
S_218_SecondarySourceType = .; 
  
*Create Indicator Variable for Improved/Unimproved Secondary Sources; 
*piped/improved/unimproved; 
 if S_218_SecondarySourceType in(1,2) then SecondarySourcepipimpr = 2; 
 if S_218_SecondarySourceType in(3,4,5,7,9) then SecondarySourcepipimpr 
= 1; 
 if S_218_SecondarySourceType in(6,8,10,11,12,13,14) then 
SecondarySourcepipimpr = 0; 
*improved/unimproved; 
 if SecondarySourcepipimpr in(1,2) then SecondarySourceImproved = 1; 
 if SecondarySourcepipimpr = 0 then SecondarySourceImproved = 0; 
*Question 2.19 - 2.21--free response; 
 S_219_DistanceSecondSource = v219_DistanceSecondSource; 
 S_220_RoundTripSecondary = v220_RoundTripSecondary; 
 S_221a_VisitsSecondary = v221a_VisitsSecondary; 
 S_221b_PeopleSecondary = v221b_PeopleSecondary; 
*Question 2.22; 
 if v222_ContWatServiceSec = "Yes" then S_222_ContWatServiceSec = 1; 
 if v222_ContWatServiceSec = "No" then S_222_ContWatServiceSec = 0; 
 if v222_ContWatServiceSec = "Don't Know" then S_222_ContWatServiceSec = 
2; 
 else if v222_ContWatServiceSec = "" then S_222_ContWatServiceSec = .; 
*Question 2.23; 
 if v223_SchedWatServSec = "Yes" then S_223_SchedWatServSec = 1; 
 if v223_SchedWatServSec = "No" then S_223_SchedWatServSec = 0; 
 if v223_SchedWatServSec = "Don't Know" then S_223_SchedWatServSec = 2; 
 else if v223_SchedWatServSec = "" then S_223_SchedWatServSec = .; 
*Question 2.24; 
 if v224_WPBreakdownSec = "Yes" then S_224_WPBreakdownSec = 1; 
 if v224_WPBreakdownSec = "No" then S_224_WPBreakdownSec = 0; 




 else if v224_WPBreakdownSec = "" then S_224_WPBreakdownSec = .; 
*Question 2.25 - free response; 
 S_225_LengthNonFuncSec = v225_LengthNonFuncSec; 
 
 *Question 2.26; 
 if v226_TwoWeekBreakSec = "Yes" then S_226_TwoWeekBreakSec = 1; 
 if v226_TwoWeekBreakSec = "No" then S_226_TwoWeekBreakSec = 0; 
 if v226_TwoWeekBreakSec = "Don't Know" then S_226_TwoWeekBreakSec = 2; 
 else if v226_TwoWeekBreakSec = "" then S_226_TwoWeekBreakSec = .; 
 
 *Question 2.27 - free response; 
 S_227_SixMonthBreakSec = v227_SixMonthBreakSec; 
 
**SECTION 3: Access to Sanitation; 
 *Question 3.01a: Check all that apply; 
 
if v301a_SanitationFac ne '' and v301a_SanitationFac ne 'Other' then do; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Community latrines' then S_301a_SanFac = 11; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Community latrines, Composting toilet' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 11; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Community latrines, Flush toilet to piped 
sewer system' then S_301a_SanFac = 11; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Community latrines, Flushed toilet to pit 
latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 11; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Community latrines, Flushed toilet to septic 
tank' then S_301a_SanFac = 11; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Community latrines, Other' then S_301a_SanFac 
= 11; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Composting toilet' then S_301a_SanFac = 8; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Composting toilet, Flushed toilet to pit 
latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Composting toilet, Pit latrine with slab' 
then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flush toilet to piped sewer system' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 1; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flush toilet to piped sewer system, Flushed 
toilet to pit latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flush toilet to piped sewer system, Flushed 
toilet to pit latrine, Ventilated improved pit latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 
15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flush toilet to piped sewer system, Pit 
latrine with slab' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to elsewhere' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 4; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to pit latrine' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 3; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to pit latrine, Flushed toilet 
to septic tank' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to pit latrine, Hanging 
toilet' then S_301a_SanFac = 16; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to pit latrine, Pit latrine 
with slab' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to pit latrine, Ventilated 
improved pit latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to septic tank' then 




 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Flushed toilet to septic tank, Pit latrine 
with slab' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Hanging toilet' then S_301a_SanFac = 10; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Open defecation' then S_301a_SanFac = 13; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Other, Pit latrine with slab' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 6; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Other, Ventilated improved pit latrine' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 5; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Pit latrine with slab' then S_301a_SanFac = 
6; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Pit latrine with slab, Pit latrine without 
slab' then S_301a_SanFac = 16; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Pit latrine with slab, Ventilated improved 
pit latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Pit latrine without slab' then S_301a_SanFac 
= 7; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Pit latrine without slab, Ventilated improved 
pit latrine' then S_301a_SanFac = 16; 
 if v301a_SanitationFac = 'Ventilated improved pit latrine' then 
S_301a_SanFac = 5; 
end; 
if v301a_SanitationFac = "Other" then do; 
 if v301a_other = "ECOSUN" then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_other = "Ecosane" then S_301a_SanFac = 15; 
 if v301a_other = "holes latrine" then S_301a_SanFac = 13; 
 end; 
if v301a_SanitationFac = '' then S_301a_SanFac = .; 
*improved/unimproved sanitation; 
if S_301a_SanFac in(1,2,3,5,6,8,15) then SanImproved = 1; 
if S_301a_SanFac in(4,7,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,17) then SanImproved = 0; 
if S_301a_SanFac = . then SanImproved = .; 
 
*Question 3.01b; 
 if v301b_facsep = "Yes" then S_301b_facsep = 1; 
 if v301b_facsep = "No" then S_301b_facsep = 0; 
 else if v301b_facsep = "" then S_301b_facsep = .; 
 
*Question 3.01c - free response; 
 S_301c1_NumSanFacGirls = v301c1_NumSanFacGirls; 
 S_301c2_NumSanFacBoys = v301c2_NumSanFacBoys; 
*Question 3.02 - free response; 
 S_302a_NumFuncSanFacGirls = v302a_NumFuncSanFacGirls; 
 S_302b_NumFuncSanFacBoys = v302b_NumFuncSanFacBoys; 
 S_302c_NumFuncSanFac = v302c_NumFuncSanFac; 
*create variable for total number of latrines; 
 *S_301c1_NumSanFacTot = _01c1_NumSanFacGirls + _01c2_NumSanFacBoys; 
 if v301c1_NumSanFacGirls ne . and v301c2_NumSanFacBoys ne . then 
S_301c_NumSanFacTot = v301c1_NumSanFacGirls + v301c2_NumSanFacBoys; 
 else if v301c1_NumSanFacGirls eq . and v301c2_NumSanFacBoys eq . then 
S_301c_NumSanFacTot = .; 
 
*Question 3.03; 
 if v303_SanFacInUse = "Yes" then S_303_SanFacInUse = 1; 
 if v303_SanFacInUse = "No" then S_303_SanFacInUse = 0; 
 if v303_SanFacInUse = "Don't Know" then S_303_SanFacInUse = 2; 





 *Question 3.04; 
 
 **SECTION 4: HYGIENE KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICES; 
 
 *Question 4.01; 
 if v401_HandwashFac = "Yes" then S_401_HandwashFac = 1; 
 if v401_HandwashFac = "No" then S_401_HandwashFac = 0; 
 else if v401_HandwashFac = "" then S_401_HandwashFac = .; 
 
*Question 4.02; 
*if yes to 4.01; 
 If S_401_HandwashFac = 0 and v402_HandwashAccess = '' then 
S_402_HandwashAccess = 0; 
 else if v402_HandwashAccess = "Yes" then S_402_HandwashAccess = 1; 
 else if v402_HandwashAccess = "No" then S_402_HandwashAccess = 0; 
 else if v402_HandwashAccess = "Don't Know" then S_402_HandwashAccess = 
2; 
*Question 4.03; 
*if yes to 4.01; 
    If S_401_HandwashFac = 0 and v403_HandwashSupplies = '' then 
S_403_HandwashSupplies = 0; 
 else if v403_HandwashSupplies = "Yes" then S_403_HandwashSupplies = 1; 
 else if v403_HandwashSupplies = "No" then S_403_HandwashSupplies = 0; 
 else if v403_HandwashSupplies = "Don't Know" then 
S_403_HandwashSupplies = 2; 
*Question 4.04; 
*if yes to 4.01; 
 If S_401_HandwashFac = 0 and v404_HandwashDrying = '' then 
S_404_HandwashDrying = 0; 
 else if v404_HandwashDrying = "Yes" then S_404_HandwashDrying = 1; 
 else if v404_HandwashDrying = "No" then S_404_HandwashDrying = 0; 
 else if v404_HandwashDrying = "Don't Know" then S_404_HandwashDrying = 
2; 
*Question 4.05a; 
*if yes to 4.01; 
 If S_401_HandwashFac = 0 and v405a_HandwashAccessFreq = '' then 
S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 0; 
 else if v405a_HandwashAccessFreq = "Always" then 
S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 1; 
 else if v405a_HandwashAccessFreq = "Sometimes" then 
S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 2; 
 else if v405a_HandwashAccessFreq = "Never" then 
S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 3; 
*Question 4.05b; 
*if yes to 4.01; 
 If S_401_HandwashFac = 0 and v405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = '' then 
S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 0; 
 else if v405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = "Always" then 
S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 1; 
 else if v405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = "Sometimes" then 
S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 2; 
 else if v405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = "Never" then 
S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 3; 
*Question 4.05c; 
*if yes to 4.01; 
 If S_401_HandwashFac = 0 and v405c_HandwashDryingFreq = '' then 




 else if v405c_HandwashDryingFreq = "Always" then 
S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq = 1; 
 else if v405c_HandwashDryingFreq = "Sometimes" then 
S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq = 2; 
 else if v405c_HandwashDryingFreq = "Never" then 
S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq = 3; 
 
*water, soap/ash, and drying ALL present on day of survey; 
 if S_401_HandwashFac = 0 then HandwashingOnDay = 0; 
 else if S_402_HandwashAccess = 1 and S_403_HandwashSupplies = 1 and 
S_404_HandwashDrying = 1 then HandwashingOnDay = 1; 
 else if S_402_HandwashAccess = 0 or S_403_HandwashSupplies = 0 or 
S_404_HandwashDrying = 0 then HandwashingOnDay = 0; 
*water and soap/ash present on day of survey; 
 if S_402_HandwashAccess = 1 and S_403_HandwashSupplies = 1 then 
HandwashWaterSoap = 1; 
 if S_402_HandwashAccess = 0 or S_403_HandwashSupplies = 0 then 
HandwashWaterSoap = 0; 
*water, soap/ash, and drying reported always present, never, or in between; 
 if S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 1 and S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 1 
and S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq = 1 then HandwashAccessAlways = 1; 
 else if S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 3 and S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 
3 and S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq = 3 then HandwashAccessAlways = 3; 
 else HandwashAccessAlways = 2; 
*water and soap/ash reporting as always present, never, or in between; 
 if S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 1 and S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 1 
then Watersoapalways = 1; 
 else if S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 3 and S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 
3 then Watersoapalways = 3; 
 else Watersoapalways = 2; 
*All 3 always present Yes/No; 
 if S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 1 and S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 1 
and S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq = 1 then HandwashIndic = 1; 
 else HandwashIndic = 0; 
*Water/soap always present yes/no; 
 if S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq = 1 and S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq = 1 
then WatersoapIndic = 1; 
 else WatersoapIndic = 0; 
 
*MENSTRUAL HYGIENE; 
 *Question 4.06; 
 if v406_MenstrualFac = "Yes" then S_406_MenstrualFac = 1; 
 else if v406_MenstrualFac = "No" then S_406_MenstrualFac = 0; 
 else if v406_MenstrualFac = "" then S_406_MenstrualFac = .; 
 
 *Question 4.07; 
*Creating indicator variables for each of the 5 criteria for Menstrual 
Hygiene Equiped Facilities; 
*The following code is long and repetitive because there are many variations 
on what was selected; 
*This probably should be done using a macro or an array or some short-cut I'm 
not familiar with; 
*NOTE: if a survey checked option 4 (door with lock) but not 3 (door), then 
they are coded below to have both 3 and 4; 
if S_406_MenstrualFac = 0 and v407_menstrualfacequip = '' then do; 
  v407_menstrualsepfac = 0; 




  v407_menstrualdoor = 0; 
  v407_menstruallock = 0; 
  v407_menstrualdisposal = 0; 
  v407_MenstrualNumberFac = 0; end; 
if v407_menstrualfacequip = "Clean water supply" then do; 
  v407_menstrualsepfac = 0; 
  v407_menstrualwatsupp = 1; 
  v407_menstrualdoor = 0; 
  v407_menstruallock = 0; 
  v407_menstrualdisposal = 0; 
  v407_MenstrualNumberFac = 1; end;  
 if v407_menstrualfacequip = "Separate-sex bathrooms or washrooms" then 
do; 
  v407_menstrualsepfac = 0; 
  v407_menstrualwatsupp = 0; 
  v407_menstrualdoor = 0; 
  v407_menstruallock = 0; 
  v407_menstrualdisposal = 1; 
  v407_MenstrualNumberFac = 1; end; 
[Et cetera. Other options omitted because of length.] 
 
 if S_301b_facsep = 1 and v407_menstrualsepfac = 0 then do; 
  v407_menstrualsepfac = 1; 
  v407_MenstrualNumberFac = v407_MenstrualNumberFac + 1;  
  end; 
 if S_406_MenstrualFac = 1 and S_301b_facsep = 1 and 
v407_menstrualfacequip = '' then do; 
  v407_menstrualsepfac = 1; 
  v407_MenstrualNumberFac = 1; 
 end; 
 if S_406_MenstrualFac = . and S_301b_facsep = 1 and 
v407_menstrualfacequip = '' then do; 
  v407_menstrualsepfac = 1; 
  v407_MenstrualNumberFac = 1; 
 end; 
 
if v407_MenstrualNumberFac in(4,5) then MenstrualFacilities = 1; 
if v407_MenstrualNumberFac = 0 then MenstrualFacilities = 0; 
if 1 <= v407_MenstrualNumberFac <= 3 then MenstrualFacilities = 2; 
 
 **SECTION 5: DEMOGRAPHICS; 
 *Questions 5.01-5.03; 
 S_501_GirlPupils = v501_GirlPupils; 
 S_502_BoyPupils = v502_BoyPupils; 
 S_503_Teachers = v503_Teachers; 
 *new variable for total number of students; 
 if S_501_GirlPupils ne . and S_502_BoyPupils ne . then 
S_504_TotalPupils = S_501_GirlPupils + S_502_BoyPupils; 
 else if S_501_GirlPupils eq . or S_502_BoyPupils eq . then 
S_504_TotalPupils = .; 
 
 **SECTION 6: WATER SAMPLE; 
 if v104_ecoliconc = "O" then v104_ecoliconc = "0"; 
 S_601_Ecoli = v104_ecoliconc + 0; 
 
 if S_601_Ecoli ne . then do; 




  if 1 <= S_601_Ecoli < 11 then QualRisk = 2; 
  if 11 <= S_601_Ecoli <=100 then QualRisk = 3; 
  if S_601_Ecoli > 100 then QualRisk = 4; 
 end; 
 if S_601_Ecoli eq . then QualRisk = .; 
 
 if QualRisk = 1 then HighRisk = 0; 
 if 2 <= QualRisk <= 4 then HighRisk = 1; 
 else if QualRisk = . then HighRisk = .; 
 
*Variables for World Vision's goal; 
if MainSourceImproved = 1 and RoundTrip = 1 then Goal = 1; 
else if MainSourceImproved = 0 and RoundTrip = 1 then Goal = 0; 
else if MainSourceImproved = 1 and RoundTrip = 0 then Goal = 0; 
else if MainSourceImproved = 0 and RoundTrip = 0 then Goal = 0; 
else if MainSourceImproved = . or RoundTrip = . then Goal = .; 
if HighRisk = 0 and Goal = 1 then WQGoal = 1; 
if HighRisk = 1 and Goal = 0 then WQGoal = 0; 
if HighRisk = 1 and Goal = 1 then WQGoal = 0; 
if HighRisk = 0 and Goal = 0 then WQGoal = 0; 
else if HighRisk = . or Goal = . then WQGoal = .; 




if S_302a_NumFuncSanFacGirls > 0 and S_501_GirlPupils ne . then do; 
  functototalgirls = 
round(S_501_GirlPupils/S_302a_NumFuncSanFacGirls);end; 
 else if S_302a_NumFuncSanFacGirls <= 0 and S_301c1_NumSanFacGirls > 0 
and S_501_GirlPupils ne . then do; 
  functototalgirls = 
round(S_501_GirlPupils/S_301c1_NumSanFacGirls);end; 
 else if S_302a_NumFuncSanFacGirls = 0 and S_501_GirlPupils ne . then 
functototalgirls = 0; 
if S_302b_NumFuncSanFacBoys > 0 and S_502_BoyPupils ne . then do; 
  functototalboys = 
round(S_502_BoyPupils/S_302b_NumFuncSanFacBoys);end; 
 else if S_302b_NumFuncSanFacBoys <= 0 and S_301c2_NumSanFacBoys > 0 and 
S_502_BoyPupils ne . then do; 
  functototalboys = 
round(S_502_BoyPupils/S_301c2_NumSanFacBoys);end; 
 else if S_302b_NumFuncSanFacBoys = 0 and S_502_BoyPupils ne . then 
functototalboys = 0; 
if S_302c_NumFuncSanFac > 0 and S_504_TotalPupils ne . then do; 
  functototal = round(S_504_TotalPupils/S_302c_NumFuncSanFac);end; 
 else if S_302c_NumFuncSanFac <= 0 and S_301c_NumSanFacTot > 0 and 
S_504_TotalPupils ne . then do; 
  functototal = round(S_504_TotalPupils/S_301c_NumSanFacTot);end; 
 else if S_302c_NumFuncSanFac = 0 and S_504_TotalPupils ne . then 
functototal = 0; 
  
*Calculating student:latrine ratio indicator; 
 if functototalgirls ne . then do; 
  if 1 <= functototalgirls <= 25 then girlfuncsanratio = 1; 
  if 25 < functototalgirls then girlfuncsanratio = 0;  
  if 0 = functototalgirls then girlfuncsanratio = 0; end; 




  if 1 <= functototalboys <= 50 then boyfuncsanratio = 1; 
  if 50 < functototalboys then boyfuncsanratio = 0;  
  if 0 = functototalboys then boyfuncsanratio = 0; end; 
 if functototal ne . then do; 
  if 1 <= functototal <= 25 then totfuncsanratio = 1; 
  if 25 < functototal then totfuncsanratio = 0;  





 set rwanda_cleaning; 
 
if S_001_WVorComparison = 1 then do; 
  _total_ = 347; 
  sample = 302; 
  end; 
 if S_001_WVorComparison = 2 then do; 
  _total_ = 201; 
  sample = 167; 
  end; 
 prob = sample/_total_; 
 weight = _total_/sample; 
 
 WVCA = S_001_WVorComparison; 
 format WVCA WVCA.; 
 format S_001_WVorComparison WVCA. S_201_MainWaterSource 
S_218_SecondarySourceType WatSource. MainSourceImproved 
SecondarySourceImproved SanImproved Improved.  
   RoundTrip RoundTrip. S_203_StorageContainer Storage. 
S_204_WaterRemove Removal.  
  S_206_WaterTreatMethod treatment. S_202_DWContainerType 
containertype. safecontainer safecontainer. saferemoval saferemoval. 
S_205_SchoolWaterTreat S_217_OtherSource S_301b_facsep S_303_SanFacInUse 
safestorage  
   S_401_HandwashFac S_406_MenstrualFac v407_menstrualsepfac 
v407_menstrualwatsupp v407_menstrualdoor v407_menstruallock 
v407_menstrualdisposal indicator.  
  Goal WQGoal goalmet. Mainsourcepipimpr secondarysourcepipimpr 
pipedim. qualrisk riskcat. S_210_ContWaterService S_211_SchedWaterService  
  S_213_ProtectWaterAccess S_214_WaterPointBreakdown 
S_216_TwoWeekBreakdown S_222_ContWatServiceSec S_223_SchedWatServSec  
  S_224_WPBreakdownSec S_226_TwoWeekBreakSec indicthree. 
S_301a_SanFac latrinetype. girlfuncsanratio boyfuncsanratio totfuncsanratio 
Sanratio. 
  S_402_HandwashAccess S_403_HandwashSupplies S_404_HandwashDrying 
access. handwashingonday handwashonday. handwashwatersoap watersoapday. 
handwashaccessalways watersoapalways always.  
  handwashindic hwindic. watersoapindic watsoapindic. 
S_405a_HandwashAccessFreq S_405b_HandwashSuppliesFreq 
S_405c_HandwashDryingFreq freqaccess.  
















%MACRO WTDCOUNTRYSTATS(dataset=,country=);*The colors shown in the macro 
below were changed for easy reading of the procedures, statements, and 
options used. Normally, they are black under the macro statement; 
ods rtf file="Z:\&country\School\Schools_weighted_output.rtf" bodytitle 
startpage=no; 
ods noptitle; 
*since country is something that will change with every dataset, I put 
"&country" in every place the country  
name should appear. In this case, it will appear in the file path and in the 
title of the output document I am creating; 
 
* 0. School Demographics; 
title "&country Schools"; *I am able to specify the country in the title with 
&country like above; 
title2 "School Demographics"; 
proc surveymeans data=&dataset total=&dataset mean std median min max ; 
**QUESTION: HOW TO SUPPRESS NUMBER OF DECIMALS ON OUTPUT??? maxdec not an 
option on surveymeans; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 var S_501_GirlPupils S_502_BoyPupils S_504_TotalPupils S_503_Teachers; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
*As seen on the proc means step, the dataset is what will change with each 
calling of the macro. This "&dataset" is seen below in each proc step; 
/* 1. Water Sources*/ 
title2 "Water Sources"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_201_MainWaterSource / deff cl var; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
/* 2. Improved and Unimproved*/ 
  *a.i. Overall, with piped category; 
title2 "Piped/Improved/Unimproved water sources"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables MainSourcepipimpr / deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
 format MainSourcepipimpr pipedim.; 
run; 
  *a.ii. Overall, improved/unimproved; 
title2 "Improved/Unimproved of All Schools"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables MainSourceImproved /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
 format MainSourceImproved improved.; 
run; 
/* 3.a  % practicing safe water storage;*/ 




title2 "Storage Container Types"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables SafeContainer /  deff cl var col; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison;*No chisq test because not interested in testing the 
difference (also cell counts are < 5 in 50% of cells); 
 weight weight; 
run; 
** WATER REMOVAL FROM CONTAINER; 
title2 "Methods of removing water from stored container"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_204_WaterRemove /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
* SAFE STORAGE VARIABLE; 
title2 "% Safely storing water"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables SafeStorage /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
/* 4. Time to Source in < 30 min;*/ 
title2 "Time to water source"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables RoundTrip /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
/*5. Water Quality (low risk, med risk, high risk, very high risk);*/ 
 *a. Overall; 
title2 "Water quality risk categories"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables QualRisk /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 * ttest of E. coli count; 
title2 "T-test for water quality"; 
proc ttest data=&dataset; 
 var S_601_Ecoli; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
proc sort data=&dataset; 
 by S_001_WVorComparison; 
run; 
title2 "Box and Whiskers plot of E. coli count/100mL"; 
title3 "Not Weighted"; 
proc sgplot data=&dataset; 
 hbox S_601_Ecoli / group=S_001_WVorComparison; 
run; 
title2 "High Risk water quality results"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables HighRisk /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 *Overall; 
title2 "Treatment of water"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_205_SchoolWaterTreat/  deff cl var; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison; 






*Water Quality by whether or not school treats the water;  
title2 "2x2 table of water quality risk categories by treat/not treat water"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_205_SchoolWaterTreat*QualRisk /  deff cl var; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run;  
***COMBINED: Schools with Low Risk, <30 min, Improved Water; 
title2 "World Vision Water in Schools Goal"; 
title3 "Improved source, Round trip < 30 min"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables Goal /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
  *a. Overall, combined goal; 
title2 "World Vision Water in Schools Goal"; 
title3 "Improved source, Round trip < 30 min, low risk water quality"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 where WQGoal ne .; 
 tables WQGoal /  deff cl var; strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
  *Overall; 
title2 "Two Week Breakdown"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_210_ContWaterService/  deff cl var; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
  *Overall; 
title2 "% with Continuous Water Service"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_216_TwoWeekBreakdown /  deff cl var; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
title2 "Median days broken"; 
proc surveymeans data=&dataset total=&dataset mean std median min max ; 
**QUESTION: HOW TO SUPPRESS NUMBER OF DECIMALS ON OUTPUT??? maxdec not an 
option on surveymeans; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 var S_215_LengthNonFunctin; 




title2 "Types of sanitation facilites "; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables S_301a_SanFac /  deff cl var col chisq; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 




title2 "Improved/Unimproved sanitation"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables SanImproved /  deff cl var col chisq; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
/*7. Avg Number of func facilities (girls/boys) : number of girls/boys in 
school;*/ 
title2 "Student-to-latrine ratio"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables totfuncsanratio boyfuncsanratio girlfuncsanratio /  deff cl var; 
strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
title2 "Hand-washing facilities access of all schools"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables HandwashingOnDay HandwashWaterSoap HandwashAccessAlways 
Watersoapalways HandwashIndic WatersoapIndic /  deff cl var; strata 
S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
title2 "Menstrual Hygiene access in all schools"; 
proc surveyfreq data=&dataset total=&dataset; 
 tables v407_MenstrualNumberFac MenstrualFacilities /  deff cl var ; 
strata S_001_WVorComparison;; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
ods rtf close; 
 
%MEND; 
C. REGRESSION MODEL 
 
title1 "Water quality regression model in Rwanda"; 
*BIVARIATES; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Main Water Source"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = mainsourceimproved; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Container type"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 




 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = SafeContainer; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Removal method"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = SafeRemoval; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Treatment"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = S_205_schoolwatertreat; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Round Trip time < 30 min"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = roundtrip; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Improved Sanitation"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = SanImproved; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Girl student:latrine ratio"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = girlfuncsanratio; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Boy student:latrine ratio"; 




where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = boyfuncsanratio; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Handwashing Materials"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = HandwashingOnDay ; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
title2 "Bivariate: Water Quality by Menstrual Hygiene facilities"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne . and 
SanImproved ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . and boyfuncsanratio ne . and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = menstrualfacilities; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
*Determine correlations between variables of interest for the model; 
proc corr data=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . 
and roundtrip ne . and HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 by v101_country; 
 var mainsourceimproved SafeContainer SafeRemoval S_205_schoolwatertreat 
roundtrip girlfuncsanratio HandwashingOnDay menstrualfacilities; 
run; 
*remove boysanfuncratio, sanimproved; 
proc corr data=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and SafeContainer ne . and 
SafeRemoval ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat ne . and roundtrip ne .  and 
HandwashingOnDay ne . and menstrualfacilities ne .; 
 by v101_country; 
 var mainsourceimproved SafeContainer SafeRemoval S_205_schoolwatertreat 
roundtrip HandwashingOnDay menstrualfacilities; 
run; 
 
title1 "Model for Water Quality in Rwanda"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = mainsourceimproved SafeContainer SafeRemoval 
S_205_schoolwatertreat roundtrip girlfuncsanratio HandwashingOnDay 
menstrualfacilities /covB; 
 weight weight; 
run; 




title2 "Overall model for water quality in Rwanda"; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = mainsourceimproved SafeContainer SafeRemoval 
S_205_schoolwatertreat roundtrip SanImproved girlfuncsanratio boyfuncsanratio  
/covB; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = mainsourceimproved S_205_schoolwatertreat 
SanImproved girlfuncsanratio  /covB; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
proc corr data=rwanda_cleaning; 
where S_601_Ecoli ne . and mainsourceimproved ne . and S_205_schoolwatertreat 
ne . and girlfuncsanratio ne . ; 
 by v101_country; 
 var mainsourceimproved S_205_schoolwatertreat SanImproved 
girlfuncsanratio ; 
run; 
*Check for significant interactions--none found; 
proc surveyreg data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
 strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 model S_601_Ecoli = mainsourceimproved S_205_schoolwatertreat 




 weight weight; 
run; 
*Determine why sanimproved has opposite effect as expected; 
proc surveymeans data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning mean std median 
min max ; 
 where sanimproved=1; 
 var S_601_ecoli; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
proc surveyfreq data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning; 
 where sanimproved=1; 
 tables S_301a_sanfac /  deff cl var col; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
proc sort data=rwanda_cleaning; 
by S_301a_sanfac; 
run; 
proc surveymeans data=rwanda_cleaning total=rwanda_cleaning mean std median 
min max ; 
 by S_301a_sanfac; 
 var S_601_ecoli; strata S_001_WVorComparison; 
 weight weight; 
run; 
 
